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t's July 2010 and our 13th issue is now upon
us. We have come a very long way to get to this
point; a lot of blood, sweat and tears have been put into
this magazine to keep it fresh and entertaining. I don’t
know if you can remember what you were doing a year
ago, but I remember celebrating the release of our first
issue in Suspense Magazine style, which was a little BBQ
dinner and then more reading.
I think this might be a good time to give you a little tour of exactly who
and what makes up Suspense Magazine. This is your behind the scenes tour.
Our office is not very large, so really, starting there would be quite boring,
because there’s not much to see but a desk, computer and a boat-load of books
everywhere! The first part of your tour begins with the letter from the editor,
which I’m now going to write.
Basically, I sit down, put my thinking cap on to try and come up with
ideas. This is not a fast process, because normally I start the letter about ten
times and scrap all ten versions. Right now you are reading version twelve…
sorry thirteen. The question I get a lot is how do we pick our authors each
month? Basically it falls on two things. First would be finding an author that
writes in the theme of the month we are featuring. Many times, we receive
a book from a publisher or an author who we have not heard from and they
electrify us so much, we have to bring them in. After all, the birth of Suspense
Magazine came from finding and introducing talented, new authors into the
literary world. Second is contacting them, sometimes over and over to see if
they are interested. Sometimes you hear back, sometimes you don’t.
Our artists are done in an entirely different manner. Our creative team
scans hundreds of pictures each month to find that perfect cover. Many artists
have submitted their work, so finding them is not that tough, but picking out
the perfect picture takes days.
Now, as we walk into door number three of our monthly process, this is
where the team that reads the short stories hangs out—thousands of them—
to find the best of the best. We let them out twice a week to see the sun and
call their families, but then…we lock them back up to read some more. The
main thing that keeps us going is our love for the magazine, our need to find
and showcase new talent and lots and lots of caffeine.
Our hope is that now, when you read the magazine, you will have a
better sense of what we do to put it together for your enjoyment. This was
just a small portion of the operation,
but if I told you the rest, it might end up
on Ripley’s Believe it or Not. So ‘til next
month, this is goodbye.
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THE BEST LITTLE BOOKSHOPS
Around the World

Poisoned Pen Mystery Bookstore
4014 N Goldwater Blvd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
480-947-2974
www.poisonedpen.com
One of the most successful mystery
bookstores in the country, The Poisoned
Pen, founded by former attorney
Barbara Peters, recently celebrated its 20th anniversary
in Old Town Scottsdale. The store has expanded its range
to include literary fiction, horror and sci-fi, and offers
an impressive schedule of discussion groups, writers'
workshops and regular book signings with authors such as Clive Cussler, Michael
Connelly and Diana Gabaldon. For more information, call 480-947-2974 or 888560-9919, or visit www.poisonedpen.com.
The Poisoned Pen also has a blog at www.
poisonedpenblog.com and has an ever
growing library of webcast events at www.
livestream.com/poisonedpenauthorevent.
com.

Poisoned Pen July Event Calendar

NOTABLE EVENTS IN
JULY
July 7-10, 2010

Thrillerfest
New York City, NY
http://www.thrillerwriters.org/
thrillerfest/

June 27: Karin Slaughter
July 15 - 18, 2010
Mildura Writer's Festival
June 29: Linda Castillo, Julie Kramer
Mildura, Victoria Australia
June 30: Barry Eisler
http://www.artsmildura.com.au/writers
July 2: Dr. Connie Mariano
July 7: Frederick Ramsey
Saturday, July 17, 2010
July 14: Chris Kuzneski
Animinitime
Moncton, New Brunswick Canada
July 15: Christopher Reich, Dan Fesperman
http://animinitime.org/location/
July 17: Dan Winslow
July 19: Lisa Gardner, Mike Lawson
July 22 - 25, 2010
July 20: Alex Kava
Comic-Con
July 21: Daniel Silva
San Diego, CA
http://www.comic-con.org/
July 22: Tess Gerritsen
July 25: Avery Aames, Jamie Freveletti 
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STRANGERS
AT A TRAIN
By Donald Allen Kirch

For the life of him, the man could not understand why he had the
need to be at the train station at such an ungodly hour. His trip had been a
pleasant one, he was traveling with a fellow companion and all was well at
home. Why was he in such a damn hurry? The only thing he could put his
finger on was the fact that he was compelled to be there.
Times were tough. They always were during a war.
Well into its fourth year, the United States was again at war with her
enemies. Rationing by the government had made things difficult for most,
but Edwin had his admirers. Rich foods and things left to more affluent
people came into his hands quite easily. He was an actor, and in troubled
times such as these, actors were treasured commodities as well. Many a
lady gave to him all they could, hoping for just a brief interlude. Edwin,
of course, politely exchanged embraces, but never did he take it into his
nature to bribe or falsify—he was an honorable man.
New Jersey weather was quite intolerable for Edwin and his knee was
bothering him yet again. The man injured himself many years ago while
performing Julius Caesar in a rundown Manhattan theater some years ago
and whenever the weather felt bad, so did he. He took the discomfort in
stride, it helped him predict when and when not to accompany himself
with an umbrella.
“Have the tickets, my friend.”
Edwin turned to see his friend, John. John was on holiday and both
were heading back to Washington for further business. John happened
to own a quaint theatre Edwin was interested in and there had been
discussions about scheduling future shows and times.
“You are the man of the hour,” Edwin stated, taking a ticket.
Both men did what was natural in a station. They waited.
Something made Edwin look toward the train.
The actor noticed a group of people gathering around a well-dressed
gentleman who decided to pass his time reading the local paper and
smoking an expensive cigar. Edwin envied the man; he could use a good,
calming smoke himself.
Noise could be heard gathering at the front of the station. War protestors
were doing their best to create a destructive and unpatriotic mood for all.
4
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Having the freedom to express one’s dislike of certain situations was so
inconvenient at times!
“John, do you know that man?” Edwin inquired, pointing towards the
well-dressed gentleman.
John squinted and studied his subject, “Looks familiar.”
“Is that all?” Edwin gawked, staring back at John in disbelief, “Looks
familiar.”
“Edwin, everyone looks like everyone else in Washington. Sorry.”
The eagerly awaited signal was soon given for their train to start its
departure. Both Edwin and John picked up their baggage. It was good to
be moving once again.
From the corner of his eye, Edwin saw people pushing the well-dressed
man dangerously towards his train. The man himself too occupied with
his reading to know what was going on about him.
Robert Todd Lincoln
There was a subtle matter of concern.
“John, hold my bags for a moment.”
John was left, confused.
A group of angry passengers had been busy with a local conductor purchasing their sleep cars, as the
train started to give out her signals for boarding. The actor covered his ears, having never been a fan for
the escaping noise of steam.
The well-dressed gentleman seemed to be nowhere in sight.
“What the devil?”
People rushed to and fro, causing Edwin to rise and lower himself, hoping to dodge all in trying to find
his target.
Then he spotted a trail of cigar smoke.
It ran dangerously close to the train tracks!
“Good heavens!” was all the man could say.
Instantly, he ran towards the tracks.
Two pair of ghastly white hands held tightly to the railings of the nearby railcar. Edwin followed them
down, noticing that the well-dressed man was hanging on for dear life. With all the activity and noise going
on around him, Edwin surmised that the man had been accidently pushed overboard, hanging on by sheer
will.
Edwin bounced into action.
“John! Call the chief conductor!” Edwin shouted back at his friend.
John, having no idea what was going on, stood motionless, looking
silly holding six carry-on bags.
“Quick, man! Give me your hand.”
Edwin placed himself between both train and dock. One swift move
from either could have ended his life.
Desperately grabbing hold of Edwin’s arms, the well-dressed
gentleman pulled with all his might.
Edwin winced. The man was heavy.
The train had started to move.
“Pull!” the well-dressed gentleman pleaded.
As both men fell backward onto the boarding stage of the train, the
train’s sleeping car banged up against the concrete and wooden platform.
At the very least, the well-dressed man would have been injured severely;
at the most, well, Edwin did not care to think about it.
Edwin Thomas Booth as Hamlet
SuspenseMagazine.com
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“Well, now, dear sir,” Edwin stated, offering his hand to help the man
up. “Are you quite all right?”
The well-dressed man stuttered, “Dear me, are you not Edwin Booth,
the actor?”
“Why, yes.”
The happy gentleman eagerly accepted Edwin’s hand.
“Dear sir, I know your work.”
“Indeed?”
“Indeed, yes! I am quite the fan,” he paused, silently motioning back
towards where he had been rescued, “I thank you for your kind assistance,
sir. I found myself the victim of my own clumsiness. Ending up in a rather
bad pickle, if I do say so myself. Thank you. Thank you.”
Edwin bowed with humility. It was a practiced act. One every actor
learned early in their career.
John Wilkes Booth
“May I inquire, sir, as to your name,” Edwin asked, “You look rather
familiar to me and I am just curious.”
“Of course!” the well-dressed man had stated, “I am Robert Todd Lincoln.”
“Lincoln?” Edwin inquired, “Surley not the son of our noble president?”
“The same, sir. I am heading down to the executive mansion just now to meet with my parents.”
Edwin was at a loss for words.
Both men eagerly exchanged their grateful fellowships, not realizing the fates that lay ahead of them.
For on April 14, 1865, on Good Friday, Edwin’s younger brother, John Wilkes Booth would commit the
first presidential assassination upon Robert Todd Lincoln’s father, Abraham Lincoln. The incident itself
would take place in John’s theater—Edwin’s traveling friend, John T. Ford was the owner of Ford’s Theatre
in Washington, D.C.
Coincidences are strange and uncomfortable things. They cause us to look back on the actions we have
taken in our lives and ask the question, “Is there more to what we are doing than can be explained?”
Robert Lincoln rarely spoke about the “Booth Incident.” He did however, write several letters on the
subject. He held no hard feelings towards Edwin.
Edwin Booth’s career was almost destroyed when his brother killed the president. Unlike John Wilkes
Booth, Edwin had been a “Unionist” and considered Abraham Lincoln the last best hope for the nation.
The only thing that kept the man from insanity and ruin was in the knowing that he saved Lincoln’s son
from what could have been a painful and terrible death. After years of
shame and self seclusion, Edwin returned to the stage. To this day, he holds
the theatrical record for the most performances as “Hamlet” in America.
Fear haunted Edwin, thinking the public would hate him for what his
brother had done, but his demons were exorcised when appearing on the
stage after a three year absence, to roaring applause. It was said that men
and women reacted so positively towards his return to the stage, that a full
ten minutes production of the play had to stop, due to the whoops and
cries thundering in the theatre.
Edwin could be coaxed into telling his “Lincoln story,” but he never
thought it appropriate to put it down in writing.
So, what was it that made Edwin go to the train station that day?
END?
For more on Donald Allen Kirch please go to: www.donaldallenkirch.
com. 
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Ask Your
Writing Career
Coach

Q:
A:

y
with Tiffan

Colter

I’m trying to write a novel, but I seem to get stuck. How do you write something so long
without running out of ideas?

There are a few ways to do pre-writing depending on your temperament. I am an avid outliner. I
like to have a sense of where the story is going scene-by-scene. There are others who know where
they’re starting and where they’ll end up, but they don’t outline. They sometimes call themselves
“seat of the pants” or SOTP writers. You begin to develop your own style as you write multiple manuscripts.
I offer that only as an introduction to my answer. The way you keep from running out of ideas is by doing some
planning before you start writing. This planning can work for outliners or SOTP writers and helps prevent running
out of ideas and sagging middles where the story gets dull for a bit.
1.
Take the time to first know the POV characters. There are many ways to do this. Some people do lengthy
interviews of their characters. Others like to cut out pictures of people who physically resemble their character. Use
what works for you. The way I do it is I first write a small biography [1-4 pages] of the character. I talk about their
life, likes, dislikes, memories, etc. I write it however it comes out. It may sound like a biography or it may be a series
of random “memories”. Once I’ve done that I ask, “How did these experiences shape this character”, and then I’ll jot
down some notes. Find something really likable about your hero/heroine and start with that.
2.
Next, I get a sense of the plot. This is usually in a sentence or two. For example, in Shrek [one of my favorite
movies] the sentence might be, ‘an ogre is forced out of his house to rescue a princess from a tyrant.’ Notice I don’t
offer the plot twists, or even the full resolution. That is because I don’t always know the resolution when I begin to
outline. Just get a sense of your story. If you know the ending you could write, “It turns out she turns in to an ogre too
at night and Fiona, Shrek and Donkey all end up together when Shrek crashes the wedding of Fiona and Farquad.
Shrek and Fiona get married.”
3.
Okay, in your story you now know where “here” is and you know where “there” is. I next pull out “Writing
the Breakout Novel” by Donald Maass and I start to decide how to rip apart the lives of my characters so I can build
them up again. I do this in a 1 subject notebook so I can scribble, scratch and adjust.
4.
Now that you’ve decided how you want to make things awful and where you want to end up, create a series
of turning points for each character [I usually do twelve to fifteen per character because I usually have three or four
POV characters in my books]. Write where they are starting, where they are ending and the major turning points in
between. Do it for each character. For Shrek it might look something link this:

SuspenseMagazine.com
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SHREK

FIONA

DONKEY

LORD FARQUAD

Shrek is happy in his
swamp. 1

Fiona is in her
dragon guarded
castle waiting to be
rescued. 9

Donkey is in line to
be turned over to
Farquad’s knights by
the woman who owns
him. 2

Lord Farquad wants to make his
kingdom perfect by getting rid of
all the fairytale creatures. 3

Shrek’s swamp is
invaded by the
displaced fairytale
creatures. 5

Fiona sees Shrek is
an ogre. It wasn’t
what she expected.
10

He escapes and runs
in to Shrek in the
woods. 4

Lord Farquad is looking for the
perfect princess for his newly perfect kingdom. 7

Shrek agrees to get
Fiona in exchange
for his swamp. 8

The sun is setting,
Fiona panics. Gets
shelter. 12

Says he’ll show Shrek
where Farquad’s castle
is. 6

L.F. tries to find the balance of the
fairy tale creatures. 11

Finds out Fiona
becomes an ogre at
night. 15

L.F. gets Fiona and gives Shrek the
deed to his swamp. 19.

She is becoming
friends with Shrek
Shrek falls for Fiona.
and Donkey and
13
nearly reveals her
secret by staying out
past sunset. 14

8

Shrek overhears conversation between
Donkey and Fiona
and misinterprets
what is said. 17

She reveals her secret to donkey. 16

Decides to rescue
Fiona. 21

Is hurt when Shrek
rejects her and
agrees to marry L.F.
18

Confesses his love.
22

Becomes an ogre
when she kisses
Shrek. 23

Gets Shrek and clears
He discovers Fiona is an ogre when
up the misunderShrek crashes the wedding. 24
standing. 20

Brings Dragon who
eats L.F. 25

He is eaten by a dragon. 26
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5.
Then number each scene. If you look above
you’ll see the numbers.
6.
I then copy and paste each of these scenes in
to a word document and separate them with asterisks
(***) like this:
Shrek is happy in his swamp.
***
Donkey is in line to be turned over to Farquad’s
knights by the woman who owns him.
***
Lord Farquad wants to make his kingdom perfect by
getting rid of all the fairytale creatures.
***
He (donkey) escapes and runs into Shrek in the
woods.
***
…and you’d continue from there.
7.
That way when I sit down and work on my
story I can jump anywhere in the story I want to go.
If I really am in with the “Shrek” side of me, I can go
to a scene in Shrek’s POV and write. If I add a scene
as I’m writing I highlight it in yellow, so I can make
sure to work it in as I go through to edit/revise my
writing.
8.
This helps with the actual writing and
sagging middles because what you now have is forty
to sixty scenes. If you’re writing a eighty thousand
word manuscript you need an average of 1,5002,000 words per scene [give or take]. So you don’t
need to focus on writing a novel, you focus on
writing a short story in that moment of time for that
group of characters. Each scene is fresh and far less
intimidating.

D

Attention
Writers

O YOU HAVE AN ARTICLE ABOUT
WRITING? How about a short story with
a mystery/suspense/horror base? Have you
ever wanted to see your work and name in print? If
you answered yes, then this is for you.
Suspense Magazine is looking for writers who might
have an idea they’d like to share with other writers.
Maybe a short story you’d like others to read and enjoy. We’re looking for your help.
If you have an article or short story you’d like to
share, please, email them to editor@suspensemagazine.com. The work must be in the body of the email,
no attachments will be opened. The subject line
should read ‘SUSPENSE MAGAZINE WORK’; anything else will be deleted.
The word count should be kept between 1,500 and
5,000 words per article or story. Any piece submitted
over or under the word count will be disqualified for
consideration. The deadline is the end of business on
the second Friday of each month, every month for
said work to have a possibility of making it into the
following month’s publication. All submissions are
subject to editing at the magazine’s discretion and
must be your original work, no plagiarism accepted.
Suspense Magazine makes no promises your work
will be published, but every piece submitted within
the guidelines will be considered. If you’d like, every
story will also be read for admittance to our contest,
which can be read about in Suspense Magazine or on
line at www.suspensemagazine.com. 

9.
When I sit down to do this prewriting it takes about two to four weeks [but I don’t sit and work on it
every night. I spend a lot of time saying “what if ” and jotting notes]. Once my prewriting is done I have the goal
of writing one scene per day. For me, it ends up being 1,000-1,500 words. To give you a comparison, this article
will come in just over 1,200 words. Do that every day for about two months and you have the first draft of your
novel. That isn’t much to write, is it?
I have developed this system over the course of seven years of full-time writing, but I was heavily influenced by
“Writing From the Inside Out” by Susan May Warren, “The Snowflake Method” by Randall Ingermanson, and
“Writing the Breakout Novel” by Donald Maass. If you’d like to go in more depth on these techniques, Google
those resources or contact me through my website at www.WritingCareerCoach.com. 
SuspenseMagazine.com
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By: R.M. Sackville

Some Things Every
Writer Needs to Know

Every aspiring writer knows the pain and frustration
associated with trying to get our work seen. Whether
the work is an essay, a short story, a novel or an article,
the fight is all the same. Not only do you fight to write
the piece, but you fight to get it edited, revised and
hopefully snatched up by a publisher.
For years I have fought with my novels. I worked hard to write the
story, to make it flow properly, to make sure everything I started
had an ending and that each climax was as good as it could be.
Just when I thought they were perfect, I found out otherwise. Editors
read through my novels with excitement yet disappointment.
Of course the storyline had potential, but my writing was substandard. I was given the advice every writer thrives for—and
instead of letting it get me down, I worked with it. I took their
words and utilized them as I re-wrote my series.
It took many months to re-write “Hindsight” and this, I can honestly
say, was the hardest part of my journey thus far. You would think
a re-write would be simple, the story is already there, but it was
not—it was actually more difficult than I expected. Once it was
done, I sighed in relief, only to find out I was not quite finished….
if anything I had just begun.
Even though “Hindsight”, “Is” and “20/20” had their publisher
I could not just accept “Is” and “20/20” as they were. With
“Hindsight’s” re-write came a new dilemma—“Is” and “20/20”
now looked more sub-standard than ever before. Since writing
“Hindsight” many years ago, I have learned several things about
proper wording, how to make a story jump from the pages and even
ways to self-edit your own work. When I re-wrote “Hindsight”,
I utilized all I learned. Now, “Is” and “20/20” needed the same
attention—the same chance out in the big world of publishing.

So, I took a deep breath and sat back down at my keyboard. This
time however, I knew what I was getting myself into. I had to
rewrite “Is” and that made me nauseous. Of course it would mean
months of hard work, looking back at “Hindsight” and forward into
“20/20” to make sure everything would still fit. Some things had to
be removed and others added to fit the new pieces I incorporated
into “Hindsight”. Each day was a new struggle, a new hill to climb and I admit, some days I stood
at the bottom of the hill and just could not gather the strength to climb it.
I suffered with a full month of writer's block, which my husband ensured me, was only because I
was trying too hard. After what felt like an eternity I was able to get back on that hill and I climbed
and climbed ‘til I finally reached the top. As I finished re-writing the last few words I became
10
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enthusiastic. Finally, I finished it and
now I was two thirds of the way done.
With “20/20” in front of me I knew I
could not stop, I had to give it my all, but
much to my excitement—it did not need
any work. It was perfect. Considering
“20/20” was written just last year, I
already incorporated my new skills
into it and therefore saved myself from
another re-write.
Now, one week after sending all my
novels over to my publisher, I can finally
sit back and revel in my hard work. I
stared fate in the face and decided to
change Ben and Lily’s future. Sure, I
could have let my novels go as is, but
then I would have defeated my main
objective. No publisher or reader would
have taken them or me seriously. I would
have allowed myself to be just another
new, inexperienced writer, one without
the passion, drive or determination to
work hard to see my books have a chance
in the world.
I, as stubborn as I am and those of you
who know me know this to be true, I
could not just sit back and let Ben and
Lily fend for themselves—I had to give
them the boost they deserved—the boost
I always hoped to have the skills to give
them.
Within a few months all three of my
books will finally be available for
everyone to read. Anyone interested in
keeping updated with the goings on of
“Hindsight”, “Is”, or “20/20”, please feel
free to check out the sites listed below.
www.jenovel.com
www.ienovelbookstore.com
www.roxannesackville.webs.com 
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Writing Contest
Suspense Magazine is now accepting submissions for the
THIRD annual writing contest!
Winners will receive the following:
Grand Prize: Twelve books (some autographed) from each
of the authors of the month for 2010. To keep updated on
the authors of the month check out the 2010 Author of the
Month page at www.SuspenseMagazine.com. All books are
brand new with many coming from the author directly.
Second Place: $50.00 gift card to Amazon.com.
Third Place: $25.00 gift card to Amazon.com.
GUIDELINES:
1. All Stories must be in the suspense/thriller/mystery
genre.
2. Stories must be at least 1,500 words and no more than
5,000. You will be able to submit as many stories as you
wish. Stories that do not fall within that range will not
be considered.
3. Stories must be submitted in the body of your email.
ATTACHMENTS WILL NOT BE OPENED.
4. Must have a valid email address, as this is how you will
be contacted if you win.
5. Contest runs from March 1, 2010 – December 31,
2010.
6. Winners will be announced in February/March 2011.
7. All stories will be judged by an independent panel.
8. Authors will be notified by email if their story is
published online or within the pages of Suspense
Magazine.
9. Email all submissions to contest@suspensemagazine.
com.
10. Questions should be
suspensemagazine.com.

directed

to

editor@

11. The Judges decisions are final.
12. All Stories must be original, any plagiarism will
result in disqualification of that story and no
additional submissions will be accepted from author.
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Morning
Menace

TAKE A NEUROTIC WOMAN WITH AN ATTENTION TO DETAIL AND
THROW HER IN THE MIDDLE OF A MURDER INVESTIGATION ON A
FARM AND YOU GET MORE THAN HORSEPLAY. STARLEEN MADDOX
IS THRUSTUNBEKNOWNST TO ANYONEINTO THE LIVES OF THE
GRAYSON FAMILY AS THEY TRY TO FIGURE OUT WHO’S STEALING
THEIR FARM SUPPLIES AND KILLING THEIR HORSES. ADD TO THE MIX
FEUDING BROTHERS, FAMILY HONOR AND A RICH HORSE BREEDER
FROM
TEXAS, AND NOTHING IS AS IT SEEMS.
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By Thomas Scopel

he day was gloomy and overcast. I looked up into the sky and noticed the clouds
looked oddly different, almost eerie. My mind was a hazy fog. I felt as if I just
woke up from an extremely deep sleep. My eyes were open. I could see and feel
everything that encompassed me. Yet, I didn’t seem to comprehend any of it. I could not
recall anything. I didn’t know where I was or how I had gotten there. Try as I might, any
memories seemed to evade me and trickle off into oblivion. I was aware, yet could not grasp.
I could think, yet could not reason. A constant, distant, low rumble broke the otherwise still
silence. It was the only thing that seemed to have some shred of reality and it felt comforting.
The sidewalk before me was old, cracked and decrepit. My eyes slowly followed its perfectly
straight and direct path as it led off into the distance. A squeak followed by a metal clang rang out. It startled me
and I jumped as I whirled around to look toward the sound’s origin. Not far from me, two matching gates that led
into an immense structure swayed back and forth, their occasional meeting ringing out. The inner vertical bars
were rusted and corroded and each time they collided, little pieces of rust would break off and cascade down to
the ground below. As the hinges continued to squeal with each sway, I took note of the worn, gray rock facade that
towered above me. At the corners, equal sized pillars continued their vertical climb above the top of its walls. As
I walked toward it, I gazed through the gates, but saw nothing but darkness. As I got closer, I could see into the
inner dimness. I pushed the gates apart and stepped inside. There was only a set of wooden steps in the center that
spiraled up toward the top. I could see the sky peeking through the opening the stairs led to. As I followed the steps
up, I wondered what this place was and who owned it. I even entertained thoughts of myself owning such a place
and since no one seemed to be here, I seriously considered claiming it for myself…and a smile crept over my face.
The roof was open and flat. I could see there were seven matching pillars with the center one being higher and
more pronounced. I had the impression it seemed to lurk and be watching over the others. Each pillar had an arched
doorway opening. Through them, stairs, which I assumed, led to their peaks. Above each archway, in the dingy
stone, worn letters had been carved out and were now barely legible. I could only make out a couple of letters on
one, I__ID__. The rest had seemed to disappear with the sands of time.
I walked across the roof and looked down over the edge toward where I had previously been. I was surprised to
see an old woman now standing before the gates. She was weakly looking and stood there studying them as I had.
I called down to her, “You! Old woman.”
She strained to look up and squinted in the light. I could see in her face, beyond the wrinkles, that she was
confused. A tear was trickling down each cheek. It glistened in the light.
“Please kind sir…would you help me p...p... please?” Her cracked frail voice continued, “I...I...don’t know where
I am...or...how I got here and...and I’m...I’m frightened.”
She clutched at her shoulder covering a crocheted black shawl and pulled it tighter around her.
“Come up the stairs. In through the center,” I replied.
I didn’t know how I was going to help her, nor did I truly want to. I had my own worries. I was still trying to
gather my own thoughts. Which I still could not seem to do.
“Would...would...you come down kind...kind sir?”
I was still pondering the thought of my staking claim and unconsciously blurted out, “No, you come up.”
Her voice grew desperate, “I...I...don’t want to.”
“Why not?” I questioned.
“I’m...I’m...scared. This...this place frightens me.”
She let go of her shawl, crossed herself and replaced her hand back where it had been, gripping even tighter.
Ignoring her, my still incoherent and confused mind, wandered back into the thoughts of calling this massive place
my own. My selfish fantasy took precedence. It will become my castle. I will give myself a title, like duke or lord
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and I will name it something manor. My mind rambled,
and, it would be mine, all mine. I didn’t know if I was
convincing, or if I had already convinced myself. Under
my breath, my voice conveyed my mind’s thoughts,
from what I’ve seen, I mean the way I saw it...if no one was
here and the gates were wide open and...and if I could just
walk right in, obviously, no one was worried about it. And,
if she were fearful of this place then maybe, maybe just then
others would be too. But I would just somehow have to lock
the gates. Then, I could...
I suddenly snapped back into reality. I hadn’t noticed
that during this self-serving illusion, the old woman
turned and was slowly walking away in the distance. I
would have had to yell for her to hear me. But, I didn’t
and a smile crept over my face.
I followed the stairs back down, all the time thinking
of how I could lock the gates. If I kept them open, I
would only be able to venture close by. I would have to
watch my place. But, if I could somehow find a way to
lock it, I could venture further, and not be concerned
with who came by. They wouldn’t be able...then I saw
it! A large key attached to a metal ring dangling on the
inside framework of the gate doorway. It reflected the
incoming doorway light. I felt relieved and ecstatic all
at once. The key to the gates. Why, if someone was the
proprietor of this fine mansion, why then, they would of
surely taken the key with them. I reached up and took
the key ring down. When I did, my finger caught on the
nail that held it in place. It hurt. Blood trickled from my
finger and dripped onto the key itself. The droplet rolled
down the side of it and dripped to the ground. It seemed
to move in slow motion. I instantly reconsidered whether
to continue with my possessive concept or to just leave
this place. However, while I had been questioning this
idea, I wasn’t aware I had subconsciously stuck the key
down in my waistband, smearing blood on my pants in
the process.
My decision was made and I walked through the
gates grasping one of the rusted bars on each and pulled
them to a close behind me. One of them broke loose in
my hand and it swung back open. It irked me and for a
moment I wondered if locking the place would even do
any good. I grabbed a second bar and pulled. The hinges
squealed and screeched loudly as the gates closed with
a bang. I pulled the key out my pants, placed it into the
keyhole and turned. Click!
I turned to begin my venturing and was startled to see
a man and a woman, each upon a vibrant and beautiful
white horse. The man’s long dark beard was neatly
trimmed and flowed down upon his chest. He looked
regal. The woman was quite striking and her milky white
bosom top showed through her top opened blouse. Was
this their place? The thought made me shudder.
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“You man,” his voice was deep and stern. “May we
have lodging for the night?”
I was relieved. It wasn’t theirs.
“I was just leaving. I don’t want anyone in here while
I’m gone.”
He leaned over to the woman and whispered
something into her ear. I wanted to ask him where I was,
but, if I did, he might realize I didn’t really own it and
had just taken it. He may attempt to take it from me. He
was larger than me and probably could have very easily.
“Go away and leave me alone.”
I tried to sound strong, firm and proud. I glanced
over at the woman. Her radiant bright green eyes met
mine and my eyes trailed down to the bare top of her
breast. She was stunning. I couldn’t take my eyes off of
her. I may have had an unclear mind, but, at that point,
I had one clear thought. And just as I began to think I
would change my mind, she pulled back on the reins.
The horse turned and galloped away with the man in
tow.
I whispered to myself, “I might have let your lady
friend stay for a bit.”
A smile crept across my face.
When I reached the sidewalk, I began to follow
it. When I did, a sudden compulsion to leave this
place invaded me. Dread enveloped me and my pace
automatically quickened. The low steady rumble with
an occasional crackle began to grow somewhat louder
and I became aware of the bird song.
Incessant chirping filled the air. They seemed
strange and almost happy like. I wondered if they were
cheering at my leaving. I searched the sky, but could
not find them. I could hear them, but I could not see
them. I questioned whether I had actually heard them.
I didn’t know if it was reality or a hallucination and my
still murky, unclear and perplexed mind contemplated
this thought. But, it couldn’t distinguish the difference.
I suddenly felt angry and loathed them for making me
think this way. The never-ending chirping continued. It
drove deeply and embedded in my head. Still seeking, I
looked around once again and yet, could not find them.
“Where are you?” I screamed out.
I covered my ears with my hands and gritted my
teeth. My mind was suddenly invaded by the thought
of a vision of a dog sitting intently under a tiny little
tree beside a grave. Flowers lay scattered over its fresh
mound. Solemnly, it sat there keeping vigil over whom
or what was in that grave. I felt the sadness and despair
that it felt. I felt as if I wanted to pat its head and tell it
that it would be okay. But I didn’t. The dog looked up at
me, its tail began wagging and it barked. Immediately,
the scene broke from my mind and the chirping
returned. Anger once again flooded me. My hands were
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still held tightly against my ears, but I could still hear
them quite vividly. And, just when I thought madness
was beginning to set in and I couldn’t take anymore, one
of these god-awful noisemakers landed at my feet right
before me. I quickly reached out and snatched it up. Its
little beady eyes shifted back and forth as it struggled
to get away. Occasionally, a shiny, black feather would
break free and flutter away. Its chirping quickly turned
into squawks. My grip tightened as its tiny, black beak
pecked at my hand. Little blood droplets formed at
each nip. I reached up with my free hand and cupped
its head. I could see its eye peeking between my fingers.
And when I twisted, I would swear that it winked at me.
The chirping instantly stopped. I dropped the lifeless
bird from my hand and watched it fall to the sidewalk.
It landed with a dull thud. My infuriation subsided as
quickly as is it had grown. With the exception of that
constant low rumbling, it was quiet now and a smile
crept across my face.
At the end of the sidewalk, a gravel and dirt path
continued on. I stood there looking down the desolate
path and a chill quivered down my spine. I felt alone,
very alone. I could somehow feel emotion, yet my mind
still would not clear. I could only remember the places
and elements that transpired earlier quite vividly, but
no memories beforehand. I gave up the notion of going
back to the castle and I tossed the key off to the side.
As I followed the path, the only sounds were the
gravel crunching and crumbling beneath each step along
with the slowly louder growing rumble. No more birds,
just the continuous crunch, crunch, crunch over that
low rumble. On occasion, I would stumble a little. But, I
would catch myself and keep going. The different noise
it would make was appealing and somewhat hospitable.
I started to look forward to the inadvertent stumble just
to break the sound monotony.
The path ended at an asphalt highway. I felt relieved
that I would not have to listen to the crunch, crunch,
crunch that gradually and increasingly had begun to
annoy me.
On the side of the highway an isolated bus stop sign
stood vigil behind and over an ad covered bench. Its
peeling paint allowed the rotted wood to show through.
An ad of a picture of a bright radiant sun was at the
center and its beams shone through the clouds. The
words “Go South” was stretched across it. Suddenly,
another vision came upon me. I was sitting on a beach
eating a sandwich. A man was sitting beside me. His
tattered clothing and unkempt appearance indicated his
dilemma. He couldn’t take his eyes off of my sandwich.
I kept eating away attempting to ignore him. I could see
him swallow as his mouth watered. He continued to sit
there until I had completely finished. I wiped my mouth

with my hand and he stood up and walked away. I waited
until he was out of sight before I reached into my bag
and pulled out the second sandwich. I didn’t even finish
it and threw half of it down onto the sand.
As abruptly as it came, the vision left. I was once again
standing and looking at the logo. I glanced down the road
as far as I could see. The ripples of heat ebbed above it
and I could smell the asphalt’s oily stench. I looked back
at the bench. It looked inviting and, although I wasn’t
tired, I sat down and a smile crept across my face.
I don’t know how long I had been asleep. I do know
that my neck was stiff and my restless and blurred mind
seemed no better than it had been before; like I just
barely existed. Half in, half out. Although, a few recent
memories had at least rooted and seemed to stay, the
rest was a blur.
Hiss. I was instantly aware that a large bus pulled up. It
rolled forward a bit and hissed once again as it stopped.
The doors opened and I looked up through them at
the driver. He was plump and rotund. His “Go South”
cap and logo matched that of the bench and I quickly
deduced that he must be part of the company. Our eyes
met. However, it felt as if he was looking right through
me and I suddenly felt a compulsion to get on the bus.
At the top of the steps, the driver put his arm out and
stopped me.
“One dollar please.”
I reached into my pocket and found nothing. I
checked the other one. Nothing again and I turned
around to get off the bus.
“I can always walk,” I told the driver, as I shrugged my
shoulders and started back down the steps.
He grabbed my shirt and held me back.
“Hold on a minute. I suppose I could let you ride.
Your choice, it’s all up to you.”
His voice was reassuring and he let go of my shirt. I
didn’t see any point in walking if I could ride and I was
happy to see the bus was only half full, so I found an
open seat.
The bus pulled away and I wondered where it was
going. I looked out the window. Mile after mile of
nothing but fields as far as the eye could see passed by.
I’m glad I didn’t have to walk past all this, I thought to
myself and I began to take note of the riders. They all
seemed so lackluster and opaque. Shallow and boring
was probably a better description. I looked down toward
my feet at the floor and noticed a one-dollar bill sticking
out from under my heel. I glanced around hoping no
one had noticed my good fortune. When I was sure
nobody had, I quickly bent down, picked it up and
stuck it in my pocket. Just for a moment, I considered
giving it to the bus driver and paying my fare. I could
see him looking at me though the mirror above him and

I wondered if he had seen me pick it up. I stretched out
my legs and my left foot slid forward. I looked and lo
and behold a one hundred dollar bill was partly covered
by my left foot this time. I lifted my foot to verify what
it was and placed it back down over the bill, holding it
in place. I couldn’t believe it. The way I was seeing it,
it was finder’s keepers. Maybe it belonged to the lady
sitting in the seat directly in front of me. I didn’t care.
I would have continued picking up bills as long as they
kept showing up at my feet. Once again, I glanced about
to see who was watching and when I was satisfied that
no one was, I picked it up. I looked at the mirror and
noticed the driver was again looking at me.
Maybe he saw me this time? I thought. Should I pay
him? I pondered again. I could have given the one-dollar
bill to him. After all, I would have a hundred bucks left,
which was more than I had when I got on the bus. But, I
decided against it and a smile crept across my face.
The bus drove into a city and large buildings replaced
the desolate field landscape. It made its way down
various streets until it came to a stop in front of what
looked to be a terminal of some sort.
“Grand Central,” blurted the driver as he turned
around and looked directly at me.
His cold staring eyes sent a chill through me. He
knows what I did? I thought to myself.
“Everybody off,” his voice was loud and demanding.
The people stood up and began filing off.
“Where are we?” I inquired to the man standing in
front of me.
He didn’t answer, but the driver did.
“Grand Central. Come on, I’ll show you. I’m
supposed to assist the passengers anyway.”
He stood in front of me and led me off the bus and
onto the sidewalk. Scurrying people hurried around us
and continued on their way.
We stood directly in front of a seven story stone and
glass building. The windows were tinted and I couldn’t
see through them. At the very top, a gargoyle statue
overhangs, peering down at the street below. Double
doors separated by a metal post were open and led the
way into it. Above the door was a sign of the “Go South”
logo.
“Just right through there,” the driver pointed toward
the doors as he spoke. “Follow the hall all the way down
to the end. It’s on the left.”
“What’s on the left?” I inquired.
He didn’t answer as he turned and climbed back onto
the bus. The doors quickly shut and the bus hissed and
pulled away.
I stood there alone and dumbfounded looking at the
sign. People continued hustling back and forth along
the sidewalk. I attempted to speak with a few them as
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they hurried by, but they ignored me.
This must be a terminal, I thought. The ticket gate must
be down the hall. He must have thought I was a traveler
and directed me as to where to get tickets. I still didn’t
know where I was, but I assumed I could go and find out
at the ticket counter. The folded corner of the crumpled
bills in my pants pocket was jabbing me. I reached in
and adjusted it and a smile crept across my face.
I walked through the doors into a narrow brightly
lit hallway. The off-white walls had an antiseptic effect.
Different colored and evenly spaced granite stones were
placed along the walls throughout the length of the
hallway. Each had a different word carved into them
and was quite similar to the one I had seen earlier at
the castle. Even the style of the text was the same and
I stopped to look at each one as I slowly made my way
down the hallway.
SUPERBIA...
INVIDIA...
ACEDIA...
LUXURIA...
IRA...
GULA...
AVARICE…
Are these travel destinations, I thought to myself, or
maybe it was a different language altogether.
As I reached the end of the hall, I began to wonder
how far one hundred dollars would take me. I even
thought that maybe, just maybe, I would have a choice.
The door at the end was a large heavy wooden mass.
Word engravings filled its entire surface. I grasp the
knob, but it wouldn’t turn. Huh, I thought, they must be
on break. I tried the knob again. Nothing. I turned and
gazed back down the hallway, wondering where I could
wait until they did open, when, much to my surprise,
the door slowly cracked open.
I had to push hard to get the door to swing open.
The room was dark and it took a moment for my eyes
to adjust to the dimness. In the middle of the room
sat a large chair. It faced an old, large, heavy oak desk.
I walked over to the chair and noticed the front of the
desk had identical engravings as that of the door. On the
opposite side of the desk was a large leather executive
chair that faced the opposite direction.
“Please sit down,” came a deep voice from the chair.
The door slammed shut and it startled me. “Please sit
down,” the voice grew louder and I reluctantly obeyed.
Immediately I felt as if an unseen force held onto
me. I attempted to rise, but couldn’t. Fear enveloped me
as I began to struggle to no avail. The door reopened
and in walked five identical looking bus drivers. Their
appearance completely matched the driver that I had
spoken with earlier, including their caps. They marched
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in a straight line, one by one, lifting their knees high
and stomping back down. When the first one reached
the desk, he stopped, clicked his heels together and
turned toward me with the others following in the same
manner. They looked directly at me and nothing else. It
all seemed so mechanical and choreographed. The voice
spoke yet again.“Leviathan.”
The first driver took a forward step out of the lineup
and spoke, “Guilty.”
He then took a backward step and returned to his
place in line not once taking his eyes off me.
“Belphegor.”
The second stepped forward as the first had, “Guilty,”
and returned just as the first had.
On and on it continued.
“Mammon.”
“Guilty.”
“Beelzebub.”
“Guilty.”
“Asmodeus.”
“Guilty.”
As each spoke, their voices would echo around the
room. After the last one finished and returned to his
place in line, the chair began to spin slowly around
toward me to reveal a man with golden eyes. He stared
directly into mine, just as the drivers had and were still
doing. I was petrified and I just sat there.
I couldn’t move at all, nor could I look away. They
continued to stare deep into me...into my very soul. I
wanted to run screaming from this terrifying room and
never look back. But, I was unable to speak or move. My
mind raced. I wondered if it was all just a bad dream.
The man in the chair seemed to sense my intentions and
all of them began, almost in unison to laugh hysterically.
When their laughter died down, the man spoke.
“I could easily quote you Galatians...Now the works
of the flesh are manifest...but, it would be a waste of time
and I’m very busy. Yours is not the only case today. It’s
never only just one case. As a matter of fact, the numbers
seem to grow daily now and have for quite some time.
Let’s just get to the point shall we? You remember the
woman on the horse, don’t you?”
The drivers standing at attention called loudly out,
“Lust.”
“And what about the poor homeless man? He was
only hungry.”
Again, they yelled out, “Gluttony,”
“Money on the bus?”
“Greed.”
He grinned as he continued, and then there’s Sloth,
envy, pride…” His speech directed at me continued. I
tried to yell out, but my voice evaded me.
“Don’t bother,” he continued, his voice growing
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slightly louder. “Let me tell you about my close personal
favorite, incidentally,” he added, “it must be yours too,
birdman, wrath!”
He chuckled as his voice became loud and furious. I
heard the rumbling and saw the flames as they shot out
from behind him.
“THESE SIX THINGS DOETH THE LORD
HATE,” his eyes lost the golden tone and became red.
“YEA THE SEVENTH IS AN ABOMINATION
UNTO HIM”, his voice grew even louder. “I HAVE
ALSO TOLD YOU IN TIME PAST THAT THEE
WHICH DOETH SUCH THINGS SHALL NOT
INHERIT THE KINGDOM OF GOD.” His voice never
faltered. “Yet, everyone is different.” He raised a long
wrinkled finger and pointed it at me. His nail was long,
jagged and cracked. “Everyone has the power to change
it, even here,” he cackled, shaking his finger from side to
side. “But, this is their last chance, their last opportunity
to make a change. Of course most don’t; most continue
on as they had in their lives.” An evil grin overtook his
face. “Eh huh...most never see the signs until it’s too
late.”
He began to laugh once again and continued pointing
his hideous finger at me.
My mind instantly became clear and unobstructed.
I was aware of everything as realization set in. “I could
have helped the old lady...I was greedy...she tried to get
me to come out, to follow her on a different path and so
did the dog, my dog. And...and I could have fed the poor
guy on the beach. Even the bus driver said it was, ‘all up
to me.’”
The man sitting before me must have sensed my
thoughts and added, “The bus driver was my idea. Look
around. Do you think he is any different than they are?”
He pointed toward the drivers. Their appearances began
to change into vile and terrible demons. “Leviathan is
my envy incubus.” The first demon’s eyes flashed. “And
Belphegor controls sloth. I have five of them, since I
personally control wrath and pride,” he continued on.
“By the way, the birds were also my idea. And that my
friend, you passed with flying colors and sealed your
fate.”
The images continually flowing through my mind
were both vivid and real. Regret impaled me as the
visions and memories began to trickle away. A sense of
dread and sorrow filled me completely. I felt weak. His
eyes continued to viciously bore into my very soul as his
laughter grew wicked. Through his pursed lips I could
see his razor sharp teeth. Horns began to grow out of his
now transforming putrid, wrinkled forehead. And, just
as I realized the only destination I was going to, he spoke
once again...
”WELCOME!” 
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By Scott Nicholson

W

ith the seismic shifts in the publishing industry—spawned largely by the digital
revolution—more authors are taking their cases straight to the court of public opinion.
Welcome to Survivor Types, a monthly column introducing independent authors in the
fields of suspense, thrillers, horror and mystery. These authors publish and market through their own
efforts, build their own audiences and follow their unique visions. They come from many avenues—
some through the back door, others rising blinking from the basement and a few staggering in after a shootout on Main
Street. The one thing they have in common is their desire to share their stories. Meet them.
Debbi Mack is the author of “Identity Crisis”; a hardboiled mystery voted Best Mystery in the 2009 Preditors & Editors
Readers Poll. She’s also a Derringer nominee who has published short stories in two of the “Chesapeake Crimes” anthologies
and The Back Alley Webzine. Her short story collection “Five Uneasy Pieces”, will be published as an e-book
this summer and her next novel “Least Wanted”, will be released in fall 2010. A “recovering attorney”
who practiced law for nine years, Debbi has also worked as a journalist, librarian and freelance writer/
researcher. You can find her online at http://www.debbimack.com and
http://midlistlife.wordpress.com.
“Identity Crisis” is a hardboiled mystery, in which a simple domestic abuse case turns deadly when the
alleged abuser is killed and Stephanie Ann “Sam” McRae’s client disappears. When a friend asks Sam to
find Melanie Hayes, the Maryland attorney is drawn into a complex case of murder and identity theft
that has her running from the Mob and taking extraordinary measures to discover the truth.
What will readers like about your book?
Along with being fast-paced, exciting and full of twists, readers tell me they like Sam. She’s a person fully capable of making
mistakes, but she has a sardonic sense of humor and good intentions. The story also keeps readers
guessing up until the end.
Why did you go indie?
“Identity Crisis” was originally published by a small press that went under less than a year after
my book’s release. I got back my rights, but the book went out of print in record time. For years,
I worked on other projects and kept looking for an agent or publisher. No one would pick up
“Identity Crisis”, but it had gotten some great reviews during the short time it was out. I turned to
indie publishing, because I believed the book deserved another chance. Now that I’ve released
one book as an indie author and understand the challenges and rewards in doing so, I want to
continue to publish as an indie for the foreseeable future.
Who are your favorite authors in the suspense, mystery, horror and thriller
fields?
My favorite mystery writers include Robert Parker, Sue Grafton, Walter
Mosley, Mercedes Lambert, Reed Farrel Coleman, Margaret Millar, Ross
McDonald and of course, the classic hardboiled authors: Raymond
Chandler and Dashiell Hammett. My favorite thriller/suspense authors
include Jenny Siler (a.k.a. Alex Carr), Lisa Unger and John LeCarre.
*****
J.T. Cummins is a thriller author and screenwriter who selfpublishes fast-paced e-fiction exclusively for the digital
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market. His thrillers include “Cobblestones”, “Minus Four”, “The Jitters” and “Weaker Sex” (co-written
with Douglas Nabors, a producer of the Emmy-award winning TV series Monk). Cummins is also
the screenwriter-director of the horror movie classic The Boneyard. A former Hollywood FX artist,
Cummins’ work appears in The Thing, House, Strange Invaders, Enemy Mine and many others.
The Jitters is a horror thriller. In a hostile mountain wilderness, a pack of monstrous woodland creatures
pursue the survivors of a private plane crash and the stranded air rescue team sent to save them.
What will readers like about your book?
The twist is that The Jitters revolves around a creature that readers will find extremely sympathetic
and root for. While there are several agendas at work in the plot—both human and monster alike—
the main creature’s motivation is the catalyst that propels the story forward and leads to a high degree of suspense and
adventure. If a reader likes a thrilling, fast-paced rollercoaster ride of a story, The Jitters will be right up their alley.
Why did you go indie?
Frankly I grew tired of asking the powers that be for permission to play and create, so I just said “f*** it,” and built my own
private sandbox.
Who are your favorite authors in the suspense, mystery, horror and thriller fields?
Richard Matheson is my hero. He’s one of the few genre writers who is able to cross media and excel in both the writing of
novels and screenplays. As each discipline has its own peculiarities, neither is easy to master—let alone both.
*****
John O’Dowd is a former tank unit commander, military lawyer, ranger, paratrooper and jungle expert.
He left the Army to go into private practice. Once he milked all of the fun out of the practice of law he
could stand, he went to work as a writer for small newspapers, winning three press awards for writing. He
currently works as an advocate for people with disabilities while working on a sequel.
“Mahko’s Knife” is an action thriller. When crime boss Juan Martinez kidnaps two teenagers in revenge,
Mahko Anaya tracks them to the Copper Canyon of Mexico. Mahko—a former Army Ranger—pits
his military skills, ancestral spirit and endurance against a band of ruthless killers. One of the teenagers,
Mahko’s son, has been a good student, and between the two of them, they unleash a fury as cold and
cunning as a pack of wolves.
What will readers like about “Mahko’s Knife”?
Ian Christian could not be more out of place in the wild mountains of Northern Mexico. Mahko Anaya, former soldier
and escaped convict, belongs there. They must work together and rely on each other to save the two people they love.
Laura Christian—Ian’s sister—could not be more out of place in the mountains of Northern Mexico. Geronimo Anaya—
Mahko’s son—belongs there. They must work together to stay alive. It’s a men’s adventure story; chase, guns, blood and
death. What’s not to like?
Why did you go indie?
As an indie author, I can get my book out to the readers as soon as the pixels are dry on my computer screen. I can control
the book and I reap the profit. Okay, maybe “reap” is a little strong. Part of the fascination is also the full control. Several
people told me they didn’t like the first chapter. I ignored them. When I realized they were right, I was able to change the
chapter in a matter of minutes. It’s not possible with print or a publisher. To this day Melville is spinning in his grave wishing
he could change that line to, “Call me Joe.”
Who are your favorite authors in the suspense, mystery, horror and thriller fields?
Favorite modern authors are John Sandford, Tom Clancy, Dennis Lehane, early Stephen King and Robert McCammon.
My favorite book by a 20th century author is “Once an Eagle” by Anton Myrer.
*****
Victorine Lieske lives in Nebraska with her husband and four children. She and her husband manufacture rubber stamps
from their home. She put her first book “Not What she Seems”, up on the Amazon Kindle website in late April. Her blog is
at http://victorinewrites.blogspot.com.
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In the romantic suspense novel “Not What She Seems”, Steven Ashton, a billionaire from New York
and Emily Grant, are on the run from the law...and when they meet he can’t help falling for her. What
he doesn’t know is that interfering in her life will put his own in danger. Emily has her own stakes. If the
authorities find out about her, she could lose the one thing that means everything, her four-year-old son.
What will readers like about your book?
“Not What she Seems” holds you in suspense from the moment you begin down the path of murder
and romance.
Why did you go indie?
After sending out a few query letters, I found myself hoping I wouldn’t get an agent. It was then I
decided I like having the control and the flexibility of indie publishing.
Who are your favorite authors in the suspense, mystery, horror and thriller fields?
I read a lot of Mary Higgins Clark and John Grisham.
*****
David McAffee was born at Lakenheath U.S. Air Force Base, England and spent his youth traipsing about the globe with
his military family, soaking up the cultures of faraway places like the Philippines, Turkey, Spain and California. He is
author of the dark fantasy novels “33 A.D.” and “Saying Goodbye to the Sun”. David currently lives in Tennessee with
his wife, daughter and a whole herd of small, furry animals. He enjoys writing, motorcycling and spending time with his
family.
“The Lake and 16 Other Horror Stories” features The Lake, The Spider and the Fly, Exhibit A and a roster of flash fiction.
What will readers like about your book?
This particular book is an anthology of my most-twisted horror shorts. There are three longer works plus
fourteen horror “bites” of one hundred words each. That was quite a challenge, let me tell you. I don’t
know if anyone else is offering this sort of thing, but I sure enjoy it.
Why did you go indie?
Many of these stories were published previously in a chapbook by my former publisher or in an online
horror magazine. I retained all the rights, but once a short story has been published it’s difficult to
garner interest in it anywhere else. This way, I can reach a wider audience and I can charge less than my
previous publisher did for more work.
Who are your favorite authors in the suspense, mystery, horror and thriller fields?
There are too many to name, but I really enjoy the work of Jon F. Merz, Lisa Gardner, David H. Burton, Stephen King,
Chelsea Cain, Michael Crichton and Dan Brown…to name a few.
*****
C.J. West writes the Randy Black series of thrillers about an anti-hero in search of redemption. “Sin & Vengeance”—the first
book in the series—has been optioned for film and is currently in development with Beantown Productions, LLC. West
also hosts a Blog Talk Radio show featuring up-and-coming mystery and suspense authors.
West’s latest release “The End of Marking Time”, is a dystopian suspense novel that takes place after the Supreme Court
rules long-term incarceration cruel and unusual punishment and empties every prison in America. Gifted
housebreaker Michael O’Connor pleads with readers for his release because he believes the readers are
his virtual jury.
What will readers like about your book?
Michael O’Connor begins asking the reader for help from the first words on the back cover. He is
trapped in a hallway before a one-way mirror and believes a jury of thirteen readers is seated on the
other side listening to his story. The mystery of the book is not who the reader is, but who is really
sitting behind the mirror and what fate they will choose for Michael.
Michael’s mistakes throughout the story highlight how little he has learned and the massive undertaking
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necessary to teach someone the values and skills necessary to succeed in our society. The mysterious reeducation program
adds suspense and intensity to the novel and also lays out a unique strategy to address the problem of recidivism in America.
Why did you go indie?
I have always been a do-it-yourselfer because I enjoy learning. Going indie has allowed me to do very creative things with
my work. In “Sin & Vengeance” I encoded hidden messages into the text with two null ciphers. To date only one of them
has been solved.
“The End of Marking Time” includes an unusual cover design that tricks many male readers into pressing the green button
on the back cover when they turn the book over. It was a fun addition because the book is about Michael O’Connor trying
to convince readers to press the green button, when in fact, most men have already pressed the green button by the time
they begin reading the book.
Who are your favorite authors in the suspense, mystery, horror and thriller fields?
I read a wide variety of authors for my show. My favorites of the moment are Michael Connelly, Meg Gardiner and Gregg
Hurwitz.
*****
Lisa C. Hinsley was born in Portsmouth in 1971 and grew up in England, Scotland and the USA. Her novel “Coombe’s
Wood”, was runner-up in YouWriteOn.com’s 2008 Book of the Year Award and a semi-finalist in the Amazon Breakthrough
Novel Award. Lisa’s published short stories and poems include work in “Spinetinglers Anthology”, Twisted Tongue magazine
and “UK Authors Anthologies and Literary Magic”. The manuscript of her novel “The Crocodile” was short-listed in the
Undiscovered Authors 2006 competition. Her blog is at http://coombeswood.blogspot.com.
In the horror thriller “Coombe’s Wood”, Izzy Santana and her thirteen-year-old son Connor move into
a Reading Council provided flat in the sleepy village of Cedham. Locals warn her to stay away from
nearby Coombe’s Wood, hinting first at elves, then at multiple murders…which may or may not have
taken place in the woods hundreds of years ago. Then a slit rabbit turns up on her doorstep, along
with a distinctive cigarette butt and she knows her abusive ex has found her. She has already started to
uncover the ancient secrets of the village and now she works out the perfect way to get rid of George…
for good.
What will readers like about your book?
“Coombe’s Wood” is a thriller with normal people with previously normal lives, thrown into a
nightmare mix with the abusive ex-partner and a mythological beast in the neighboring woods.
Why did you go indie?
Because I believe readers will enjoy my book. I found out how easy it was to upload to Amazon last year and
that gave me the final push to go indie. I plan to upload my next novel in the summer.
Who are your favorite authors in the suspense, mystery, horror and thriller fields?
Stephen King is my favorite of all authors. I also read Michael Crichton and Michael
Marshall Smith. Other favorites are H.P. Lovecraft and John Wyndham.
That’s this month’s round-up of some Survivor Types. Last year, a million books were
released, less than a quarter million of them by major publishers. So that means hundreds
of thousands authors and little-known books are out there waiting to be discovered—
some might be the next Stephen King or Boyd Morrison,
others might be unintelligible mush. But in the
digital literary era and independent arena, it’s the
reader who gets to decide.
Next month, we’ll meet some authors who are crossing
over into independent publishing after having titles
released by major publishers. Happy reading. 
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mysteries
By Margaret Donsbach

I’ve loved historical fiction since I was a kid. British author Leslie Poles Hartley
famously said, ‘The past is a foreign country,’ and to me, it offers the ultimate in
exotic-escape reading while paradoxically leading me back to the present. There are
so many parallels in the past to the most difficult situations people face in the present,
whether at a personal or a societal level. Exploring what we in the present have in
common with people of the past whose cultures were quite different from our own—
sometimes extraordinarily different—is a great way of getting to the essence of the
universal human experience. The best mysteries, in particular, offer food for thought on what
people can and cannot tolerate in life. For example, what drives people to kill as well as what
drives them to seek the truth and demand justice?
In 2007, I gave myself a website for Christmas, and soon after started building the first
rudimentary pages at www.HistoricalNovels.info. Researching historical novels soon became a
compulsive fascination. I had no idea I would find so many! The website now lists well over five
thousand historical novels and over two hundred reviews and I haven’t had time yet to list more
than a handful of the historical novels written prior to the 1950s.
Historical mysteries are an especially large category. They range from the humorous—a
recent discovery is Irene Fleming’s hilarious “The Edge of Ruin”, which is also a well-researched
portrayal of the fledgling movie industry in 1909 New Jersey—to serious literary mysteries
like Jason Goodwin’s Inspector Yashim series, the latest being “The Bellini Card” with its lushly
evocative prose and a Byzantine plot that stretches from Istanbul to Venice in the mid-nineteenth
century. (Both will be reviewed on the site by the time the July issue appears: “The Edge of Ruin”
at www.historicalnovels.info/Edge-of-Ruin.html -this review is already up—and “The Bellini
Card” at www.historicalnovels.info/Bellini-Card.html this review will go up on May 31.)
The extensive lists of historical novels are the website’s central feature. These give the
author, title and year of first publication along with a brief description of what the novel is about.
The vast majority of historical novels are set in Europe or North America and these are organized
by time period, from prehistoric and ancient history to the first half of the twentieth century.
Novels set elsewhere in the world have their own pages: Africa, Asia and so on. Mystery lovers
can go straight to the mysteries grouped together on each of these pages.
Readers can find reviews by clicking on links from the listing pages, by browsing a special
page that lists all the reviews posted to date at www.historicalnovels.info/BookReviews.html, or
by keeping an eye on the blog at www.historicalnovels.info/historical-novels-blog.html where
new reviews and other additions to the website are announced. Author interviews are featured
several times a month. There’s also a special page of tips and links for writers of historical fiction
at www.historicalnovels.info/Writing-Historical-Fiction.html, whether they’re mulling over their
first idea or hunting for a publisher. 
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"Keep both hands on your pants, because
Nicholson is about to scare them off."
—J.A. KONRATH, “Serial” and “The List”

SCOTT

NICHOLSON

On an Appalachian Mountain ridge, young
Vernon Ray Davis hears the rattling of a snare
drum deep inside a cave known as “The Jangling
Hole”, where the wind carries a whispered name.
According to legend, the Hole is home to a group
of Civil War soldiers buried by a long-ago avalanche. Everyone, especially Vernon Ray's dad,
laugh
laughs at him...because he's different.
On the eve of an annual Civil War re-enactment,
the town of Titusville prepares for a mock battle.
But inside the Hole, disturbed spirits are rising
from their dark slumber and one of them is heading home.
And Vernon Ray stands between the battle lines
of the living and the dead, caught between a
world where he doesn't belong and world from
which he can never return...

"Scott Nicholson is a terrific writer. Like Stephen King, he has an eye and ear
for the rhythms of rural America and like King, he knows how to summon serious scares. My advice? Buy everything he writes. This guy's the real deal."
—BENTLEY LITTLE, author of “The Academy”

Available on Amazon Kindle

New Author

and her Silver Sleuth Gang

Interview By: Suspense Magazine

When it comes to creating characters, Suspense Magazine couldn’t have said it any better than Kelly herself,
with a twinkle in her eye…
“Creating characters is the easiest part of the process...because I have a host of personalities to pick and
choose from. I have great friends from all walks of life and a huge, ‘larger-than-life’ family. It’s easy to invent a
fictional character by mixing Aunt so and so’s humor with Uncle so-and-so’s awkwardness, or vice versa and
then throw in a bit of friend so-and-so’s mischief, along with my vivid imagination and...voila!—you have a
unique, independent and believable figure.”
Suspense Magazine is pleased to introduce Mitzi Kelly in this month’s issue as a new author to the suspense
world. Her new release “Classic Revenge” is the first
book the Silver Sleuths Mystery Series. Mitzi is a Texas
native with a big imagination. Her biggest fans include
her husband John and son John Lewis.
We enjoyed interviewing Mitzi; check out what she
has to say…
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Where did you get the
idea for “Classic Revenge”?
Mitzi Kelly (M.K.): I’ve always been fascinated with a
mystery-type setting, and I’ve had such vibrant people in
my life that I just started imagining three older women
getting in so much trouble and it went from there.
S. MAG.: Which character was your favorite to write?
Least favorite?
M.K.: My most favorite was the oldest one;
she’s eighty-two years old and her name is
Millie. She’s just a huge troublemaker and
you can do so much because of her age that
she can get away with. A had a blast with
her! My least favorite was Trish. She’s the
youngest of the group. It was harder with
her. The other characters just flowed and I
almost had to really work harder with her.
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S. MAG.: Are you like any of your characters?
M.K.: There’s a part of me in all of them and there’s part of everyone I know in all of them.
S. MAG.: Did you purposely mix in humor with a crime story? Or was it something that just happened?
M.K.: The humor was what I wanted to do from the beginning. I knew it was going to be as light-hearted as I
could make it.
S. MAG.: Is your story based on a true incident?
M.K.: No. All of it is fiction.
S. MAG.: What’s your favorite movie?
M.K.: There’s so many. I think my all-time favorite would be Steel Magnolias.
S. MAG.: What can we expect next from you?
M.K.: On the next book of the series, Millie has a daughter who’s going to be basically accused of being part of
a plot to steal cars. She works for an insurance agency. Of course Millie has a fit because her daughter is being
accused, so she’s going to try to prove she didn’t do it. The ladies get in all sorts of trouble. I’m having a lot of fun
writing it.
S. MAG.: Will we see Sam in this next story?
M.K.: No. Sam moves from the neighborhood. He couldn’t live in the house anymore.
S. MAG.: What city do you like to visit the most?
M.K.: I haven’t traveled that much, but we went to San Francisco two to three years ago and I had a blast. I loved
it. So right now I’d have to say San Francisco. I would love to go to Los Angeles. I’ve always wondered about
the traffic and hope I’ve never had to drive
through it. I bet it’s exciting.

Suspense Magazine Review on “Classic Revenge”

S. MAG.: What’s on your bucket list for
the next five years?
M.K.: I do a lot of bookkeeping. I’m a
contract bookkeeper and I would love to
stop doing that and concentrate on my
writing. I’m really going to work on getting
a lot of the stories done on the Silver
Sleuths Series. There are so many ideas on
my mind I want to get them going. I have a
romance story I’m also working on.
Suspense Magazine would like to thank
Mitzi for her time and would like to
invite you to check out her website at
http://www.mitzikelly.com. 
SuspenseMagazine.com

Susan Wiley’s death was considered an accident until her husband,
Sam was charged with murder. Susan and Sam’s neighbors and close
friends decide to take matters into their own hands and investigate.
Trish, Edna and Millie embark on a deadly investigation to prove
Sam’s innocence and prove that Susan's death was no accident.   
Crime investigation meets the Golden Girls! This book has it all
from suspense to humor to mystery. It’s a great summer read and
the characters kept me laughing throughout the book. The plot was
great and the girls stop at nothing to get to the truth.
Kelly rolled the dice and took risks with what these elderly women
say and do, and it was the perfect gamble. As has often been said,
no risk, no reward…Kelly definitely has reward coming her way.
Reviewed by Claudia Vargas for Suspense Magazine 
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New Author

CHEVY
STEVENS

ISN'T MISSING A THING
Interview By: Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: Suzanne Teresa

Chevy Stevens grew up on Vancouver Island, which
she still calls her home. During most of her adult
life, she worked in sales both as a representative for
a giftware company and then as a Realtor. While
conducting open houses, she would occupy her
time between potential buyers, she would spend
time trying to come up with scenarios over what
could happen while she waited…alone. The one
that terrified her the most was being abducted and is
the inspiration for “Still Missing”. Six months later,
Chevy sold her house and left real estate so she could finish the book.
Suspense Magazine took a few moments to catch up with the up-and-coming author and can’t
wait to share it.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What book changed your life?
Chevy Stevens (C.S.): “The Power of One” by Bryce Courtenay is amazing. I connected with Peekay—
the main character—so strongly that I wanted to reach into the book and protect him. I’ve always been
attracted to underdog stories with themes of overcoming horrendous injustices and I also loved the African
setting. The second book that resonated with me was “The Lovely Bones”. The language Alice Sebold uses
is so lush and rich, just incredible. It’s the main reason I still haven’t seen the movie. For me, it wasn’t
just the story that made this book so powerful, it was the way Sebold told it. This novel also deals with the
subject of survivors, which is very important to me. Although in this case it’s not the narrator’s survival
we witness, but her family’s as they work to heal after her tragic murder.
S. MAG: Many authors don’t pay much attention to the early praise received for their books;
however, the advance praise for “Still Missing” was exceptional…what was your reaction?
C.S.: The first time I read a positive review I was so excited I almost stopped breathing, and then I cried
because I was so glad my book had that kind of effect on someone. It was a sign to me that all the years of
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hard work paid off. To read that someone felt everything I wanted them to feel for my character, that they
felt everything I did while writing the book, was absolutely thrilling. And it doesn’t get any less so. I love
getting feedback!
S. MAG.: In our opinion, you have set the bar very high with your debut novel. Do you feel
additional pressure now when you sit down to write?
C.S.: When I first started writing my second novel “Never Knowing” (coming out in 2011), I was aware
that there were high expectations for my next book. But at a certain point I let go and the story took
over. Sara, the main character in “Never Knowing”, has a very different energy than Annie, so it’s been
interesting to see how that shaped the book. The actual writing process was different than “Still Missing”,
too because I plotted this one out first. So in some ways it’s been easier. I also had a lot of pressure when I
was writing “Still Missing”. I’d quit my job and was living on savings! With this one, the pressure comes
from the desire to write a worthy follow-up. But for me, fear can sometimes be a good thing—it makes me
work harder!
S. MAG.: “Still Missing” was simply terrifying…what scares you?
C.S.: “Never Knowing” deals with a lot of what scares me—having to make tough decisions based on
unknown variables that can have huge ramifications for people you care about. About doing what you feel
is right, even if it goes against people close to you. But that’s a hard question. I think it depends on what
is happening in my life at the time. Right now I’d say my
biggest fear is losing people I love.
S. MAG.: What encouragement can you give to a
writer trying to breakthrough?
C.S.: I’d say that if you’re serious about it, then you have
to get serious about it. Read every book you can, take
classes, courses, go to conferences, critique groups, find
mentors—whatever works for you. For me, that means
immersing myself. I had a premise, wrote the story, studied
everything I could and then found people to tell me what
was wrong with the book. With each draft I learned and
I’m still learning. It’s very important to leave your ego at
the door and be willing to listen. I believe that if you want
it bad enough and if you’re willing to do the work, then
anything’s possible.
S. MAG.: What is the premise of “Never Knowing”?
C.S. At thirty-four Sara Gallagher is finally happy. Her
antique furniture restoration business is taking off and
she’s engaged to a wonderful man. But there’s one big
SuspenseMagazine.com
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question that still haunts her—who are
her birth parents? Sara is finally ready
to find out.
Some questions
unanswered.

are

better

left

Sara’s birth mother rejects her—
again. Then she discovers her biological
father is an infamous killer who’s been
hunting women every summer for over
thirty years. Sara tries to come to terms
with her horrifying parentage—and her
fears that she’s inherited more than his
looks—with her therapist, Nadine, who
we first met in “Still Missing”. But
Sara soon realizes the only thing worse
than finding out your father is a killer is
him finding out about you.

Suspense Magazine Review on “Still Missing”
“Still Missing”, Chevy Stevens debut novel will make your
heart stop as no detail is overlooked. At each turn of the page,
you’ll find yourself clutching the book with white knuckles
and struggling to comprehend the sickening and terror-filled
moments as this realistic and horrifying tale unfolds.
With a career she loves, a caring boyfriend and indispensable
best friend, Annie O’Sullivan’s future looks bright. That is
until the day of her abduction and the subsequent year she
spends imprisoned by a lunatic. Her harrowing journey—
told through a series of psychiatric sessions—is a powerful
and painful account of her fight for sanity. Once home and
forced to face the non-stop challenges of surviving, Annie
can’t control the obsession that builds as she seeks the truth
behind her kidnapping.
A book that I truly couldn’t put down, “Still Missing” is a
frightening story that will leave a lasting effect.  

What if murder is in your blood?
S. MAG.: Other than writing, what fills your day?
C.S.: I’d love to say something exciting like skydiving! But mostly I go for walks with my dog and read. I
spend a lot of time researching for my book and marketing “Still Missing”. Okay, I also spend too much
time reading blogs and emailing! In the evenings I enjoy watching TV with my husband—I’m addicted to
dancing shows—and I love going to movies.
S. MAG: Where do you see yourself in ten years?
C.S.: I hope I’m still writing stories that resonate with me and that connect with readers. I’d love to be
able to give back and I often thought I’d like to teach writing locally or at conferences. I’d really like to feel
I inspired someone to follow their dreams and to believe that it’s possible. Because it is!
Suspense Magazine was honored to get to know a little bit about Chevy and her writing. We look
forward to the release of “Never Knowing” in 2011 as I’m sure you will be as soon as you read
“Still Missing.” Thank you, Chevy for speaking with us and giving your fans a little insight into
you and your passion.
To learn more about Chevy and to keep up on her career, go to http://www.chevystevens.com.
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Russian muscle Pavel Ivanovich lends his
unique talent in serving Italian mob boss
Carlo Mancini. Unfortunately, Carlo’s faith
and trust is misplaced with Pavel. Believing
Pavel to be a prized asset, Carlo forces him to
date his more than spoiled daughter Teresa
with the expectation of marriage. Robertoalways the odd man out with Carlo—is in
love with Teresa and is less than happy with
the situation. All the while Pavel works for
Carlo he has a separate mission; to avenge his
parents’ grisly murders. Will his own investigation and personal agenda of revenge get in
the way for the job he does for the Mancini
family? What happens when Carlo nds out
that Pavel is not the trustworthy right-hand
man he thinks he is?

STARR GARDINIER REINA
“e makings of a modern day hero.”
—P.J. LAWTON
Author of “Lethal Option”
“e cast of characters in this are wonderfully
written...the twists and turns keep you wondering how this hypnotic read will end!”
—TERRI ANN ARMSTRONG
Author of “Morning Menace”
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“A new star has arrived in the writing
world bringing readers a gripping tale
peppered with unexpected bits of humor
as the cast of characters and twisted turns
unfold.”
—SUSPENSE MAGAZINE

New Author

SAM EASTLAND
The Best of Both
Worlds

Interview By: Suspense Magazine

Sam’s life now is nothing like he thought it would be when
setting out on the path of a writer. He remembers very clearly how
it felt to be in his senior year at the university, when it seemed as if
all his friends were signing up with Wall Street firms or going into
med school or law school and the only plan he had was to write a
book. He knew what the book was and had even written a few drafts
of it already, but the idea this was what he wanted to do, after four
years of hard work at college, genuinely offended some people. He
recalls overhearing a friend in the dining hall saying, ‘When he has
finished with his little writing experiment, he can come and live in
my basement.’ At first, Sam was furious, but then thought, thank
you, because now I will die in a ditch before I give up on the writing.
He spent the first summer out of college writing the final draft of his book. He does not normally
plague himself with doubts and second guessing, but that summer, aside from the book, was all he seemed
to think about.
Sam says he was very fortunate to have the book published the following year. He was twenty-four
years old then and has been writing pretty much full-time ever since.
Sam has been married for twenty-one years to a woman he met freshman year at college. They have
two children; his daughter just went to her first prom and his son plays lacrosse. During the school year, his
weekends are spent—like many of the people who will be reading this now—driving all over creation to get
his kids to their various sports games. They spend their summer in a cabin up in Maine and they love it. It
is a source of perpetual astonishment to him, but he loves that way of living. It was not what he planned, but
the best things that have ever happened to Sam, he says, never were. And the life he has now is one of them.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): I never realized how fascinating the events are that surround the Russian
Revolution. What sparked your interest in that period?
Sam Eastland (S.E.): During the mid 1990’s, a friend of mine was present at a construction site in Russia when a
backhoe unearthed the body of a soldier. The dead man was laying spread eagled on the carcass of a horse, which
had been buried at the same time. The man was wearing a long greatcoat, tall boots and had a thick leather
belt across his middle. The clothing and the body had been preserved by the soil so that the man appeared to be
partially mummified. Upon examination of the corpse, it became clear that the rider had been buried around
the time of the First World War. It also seemed clear, from the fact that he had been laid to rest along with his
horse, that the man had probably been buried on the same spot where he had been killed. The man’s belt buckle—
which clearly showed the double-headed eagle of the Romanovs—identified him as a soldier of the Tsar’s Army.
However, because of the location, which was not on what would have been the front lines during the Great War,
the man must have been buried after, not during, the war. This would have placed the soldier’s death at some time
in the early days of the Revolution, when soldiers still loyal to the Tsar—known as the Whites—fought pitched
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battles with the Bolsheviks,
who became known as the
Reds. During the course of
the construction, several other
bodies were discovered, all of
whom were similarly dressed
and, presumably, killed during
the same battle.
After the bodies had been reinterred, my friend was given
one of the belt buckles as a
souvenir. He then passed it on
to me and I still have it.

New Author

PICTURED (FROM LEFT TO RIGHT):
1) RUSSIAN SOLDIERS WWI 2) TSAR IN EXILE

For every book, there is always some unexpected catalyst that sets everything in motion. Waiting for these
catalysts to take hold is like standing in the path of a gently falling meteor shower. Ideas will come hurtling past,
but they don’t hit you, so eventually you forget them. But then some image or some anecdote, will strike you
right between the eyes. From that point on, the formation of the book becomes like the making of a pearl inside
an oyster. The grain of sand embeds itself inside the oyster. The oyster is not trying to produce a thing of beauty.
It is trying to survive. The pearl is the product of pain. It is the same with these stories. Once they have snagged
like a fishhook in your brain, you have to find a way to work them loose.
Holding that buckle in my hand made me think of the tens of thousands of people who were swallowed up in that
revolution whose stories have never been told. Russian history, perhaps more than any other country, is layered
with so many lies, denials, discreditations and rehabilitations that there is no one version of that country’s past.
The only reliable stance to take is that nothing about it is reliable. And yet you know that the truth is in there
somewhere, woven into the fabric of these deceptions.
For months after I began writing “The Eye of the Red Tsar”, that rider galloped through my dreams. It became
an act of self-preservation to conjure back to life the story of that buckle and of the man who wore it to his death.
S. MAG.: I read a review that was critical of your historical facts as they related to the Tsar himself and some
other descriptions like the Czech Legion. Does this criticism influence you to be more accurate with future
books or do you enjoy the liberty of creating your own story around historical facts? How do you weave
fiction with history?
S.E.: This is a hard question to answer without sounding confrontational, which is something I would like to
avoid. Every book is going to take some flak. That is an occupational hazard. Sometimes it will be fair and
sometimes not. In the latter case, it’s basically like having your hands tied behind your back and getting beaten
up by someone who wouldn’t dare to touch you if your hands were free.
Historical fiction, in fact any fiction, is always a merging of truth and imagination. I think that’s what makes it
fun to read and challenging to write as well.
My instinct is to leave it at that, but since you’ve asked about a specific review, the answer is…yes, there was one
review which questioned one line; it’s actually half a sentence I wrote about the famous Czech Legion during the
Russian Revolution.
This line was not in the category of ‘imagined history’. It was a statement of historical fact about the Legion and
SuspenseMagazine.com
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what I wrote was correct. I think what happened was that the reviewer did not read the line correctly and didn’t
go back and check it before posting the review. This happens. Reviewers sometimes don’t get much time to write
their reviews and goodness knows they aren’t paid well for what they do, so mistakes do get made. However, your
readers should not take my word for it. They should read the book and decide for themselves. After they have
read the book, they should check out the timeline I constructed so that readers could see the chronological and
factual order of events. This will give people the chance to see where fiction entered the story.
The same time line is available for viewing on the website devoted to the series, www.inspectorpekkala.com.
With regard to the comment I think you are referring to about the Tsar, this same reviewer began the review
by saying she hated everything to do with the Romanovs—that is, the family of the Tsar Nicholas II. She ended
the review by saying that she would personally have liked to execute them herself. I don’t really know what to
say about that. I was a little surprised that the newspaper allowed it to be printed. The reviewer was trying to
be funny, I guess, but if you knew how the Romanovs, and most particularly the children of Nicholas II and his
wife, Alexandra, were murdered: shot, stabbed, their skulls split open with rifle butts and sulfuric acid poured
onto their naked bodies. It’s difficult, for me at least, to see the humor in that kind of joke.
Leaving that aside—which I am glad to do—I have been very pleased and grateful for the reviews the book has
received and the many kind emails which have been sent to the website.
S. MAG.: Your father was a detective at Scotland Yard. Did that influence you to create an inspector as your
main character?
S.E.: It’s actually my grandfather who was the detective. He was in the London Metropolitan Police, with his
headquarters in Scotland Yard, from the 1930’s until the late 1950’s and was—at the height of his career in the
1940’s—a member of a famous group known as the Ghost Squad. These men were responsible for infiltrating
the many gangs operating in London at the time, most of them dealing in Black Market goods because rationing
was still a part of daily life in England.
I grew up hearing many stories about my grandfather; how he used to race around London in a high-powered
squad car, how he would disappear for weeks at a time undercover and then reappear at my grandmother’s
doorstep looking like a hobo. He carried a set of brass knuckles with him, which I now use as a paperweight on
my desk.
Having a grandfather who had been a detective was not a deciding factor in writing the book, but I think it
helped when I was writing it.
S. MAG.: Inspector Pekkela has the makings of being a popular character with readers. What are your plans
for him and how long would you like to keep him around?
S.E.: The second book in the series, which will be called “The Shadow Pass” in the US and “The Red Coffin” in
the UK, is written and will be out this time next year. The British and American publishers could not agree on
the title, so it’s going to have two different names. In spite of sharing the same language, British and American
readers have quite different tastes, and since I liked both titles, I didn’t mind both of them being used. I have also
learned to trust the advice of Faber & Faber in London and Bantam/Random House in the US. Both have been
great and I feel lucky to be working with them both.
The third book in the series is almost done and has already sold. I expect to begin work on the fourth book by
the end of this year.
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S. MAG.: It is my understanding that Sam Eastland is a pseudonym and you are living in America now. What
prompted you to take a pseudonym?
S.E.: That is correct. Sam Eastland is not my real name and I do live in the US, although I grew up in Britain.
My reason for taking on a pseudonym for this series was so that I could keep these books separate from the ones
I write under my real name. I also wanted to be able to publish more than one book simultaneously under two
different names. It’s fairly common, particularly in this genre, for writers to take on pseudonyms. Although my
publishers have been pretty secretive about it, a lot of people have figured out my real name just because of the
writing style and that certainly doesn’t bother me. Writing under a pseudonym has meant that I spend less time
on the road doing publicity, which gives me more time to write.
S. MAG.: Tell us a little about yourself: hobbies, favorite places to visit, favorite authors.
S.E.: I spend about half my year in a cabin up in northern Maine and the rest near Princeton, New Jersey. I
have spent a lot of time in Scandinavia and have worked for National Geographic up in the Polar Regions. I
have lived in the Sahara, out in the deserts of southern Morocco, partly as research for a book. I used to work on
deep-sea fishing boats and have also written about that. In terms of places to visit, if I had my choice of getting
on a plane today and flying anywhere I wanted, I would go to the village of Punta Allen, twenty miles south
of Tulum on the Yucatan Peninsula. That
is a good place to hide away and get some
Suspense Magazine Review on “Eye of the Tsar”
writing done.
Sam Eastland hits it big with his first novel, a historical piece
S. MAG.: What or who influenced you as a
writer?
S.E.: I grew up with my feet in two different
countries: the US and the UK. Being part of
two worlds, the old and the new, effectively
means you belong to neither. I was always
drifting back and forth between the two
places. I started writing seriously when I
was about sixteen…or as seriously as one
can at that age because the world I created
with words was the only one that stayed solid
beneath my feet. It was kind of like a midAtlantic island with a population of one.
Writing helps me to make sense of the world.
With any luck, that’s true for my readers as
well.
Suspense Magazine would like to thank
Sam Eastland for taking time to speak with
us. Historical Fiction lovers everywhere
will be ecstatic! To see more of Sam’s books
and to learn about each one, visit www.
inspectorpekkala.com. 
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that takes us back to the time of the Russian revolution.

We are introduced to Pekkala as he is serving a grueling prison
sentence in Siberia. He was known as the Emerald Eye, the
specially appointed, personal investigator to Tsar Nicholas II.
He receives a reprieve from his sentence as long as he can
solve the murders of the Romanov family ten years after their
occurrence and more importantly to see if one of the family
members is still alive.
Eastland does a masterful job of flashing back to how Pekkala
became the Emerald Eye and how his relationship to the
Tsar and his family became so special. Pekkala is assigned
to work with a young political commissar named Kirov and
also with a member of the Internal Police, his estranged older
brother Anton. Together the three embark on journey through
communist Russia that leads them to uncover the mysteries
of the deaths of the Romanovs.
Eastland's research into the lies and deceptions that embody
the history of the Russian revolution will excite any history
buff. Those that are not history fanatics will be drawn in to
the sad and fascinating events of the demise of the Romanov
family. Pekkala is a powerful, fascinating and likable hero
in which we will be fortunate enough to read more of in
upcoming novels. This book will not disappoint and is one of
the best novels of 2010.  
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“THE ARK”
Interview By: Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: Wayne Rutledge

Suspense Magazine was fortunate
enough to have a few minutes of Boyd
Morrison’s time to ask a few questions.
Morrison is an amazing writer who sure
knows how to make people chuckle.
Surfing through his website, we found
some interesting information about one
of our new authors. In Morrison’s own
words:
I took a roundabout route to
becoming a novelist. Fresh from earning
a BS in mechanical engineering from
Rice University, I got a job with Lockheed
working on the Space Station Freedom
project at Johnson Space Center. I got
to play with a lot of cool stuff like the
space shuttle and station mockups, the
robot arm and the Precision Air-Bearing
Floor, which is like a giant air hockey
table that simulates microgravity. The
best experience I had was when my job
required me to fly on NASA’s Vomit
Comet, the same KC-135 plane used to
train astronauts for zero gravity and to
film the space sequences in the movie,
Apollo 13. I didn’t vomit.
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After a couple of years at NASA, I decided to
go back to grad school and get a PhD in industrial
engineering from Virginia Tech. My specialty
in ergonomics came in handy at RCA, where I
designed electronic program guides for TVs and
digital satellite systems. During my career at RCA,
I earned ten US patents.
In 2003, I fulfilled a lifelong dream and
became a Jeopardy champion. To see exactly which
questions I got right and wrong,
check out my two games on the
Jeopardy! Archive.
To learn more about
Boyd Morrison, check out our
exclusive interview below and
then check out his website at,
www.boydmorrison.com.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.):
I must admit that I just spent
an incredible amount of time
laughing out loud as I read every
single word of your blog. Have
you thought of adding stand-up
comedy to your vast list of acting
credentials?

“I decided

that the
chances
of getting
“The Ark”
published
were about
the same as
me walking
on the surface
of the sun.”

Boyd Morrison (B.M.): As a matter
of fact, back in the early nineties
when comedy clubs were more
plentiful than Starbucks, I dabbled
as a stand-up comic. I don’t mean to
toot my own horn, but I don’t think
it’s a stretch at all to say that I was the funniest NASA
engineer performing open-mic nights in the greater
Houston area at that time. But after two whole
months of honing my craft in smoky clubs, I heard
that NBC decided to go with Seinfeld instead of me for
their new TV series, so I had to fall back on that old
standby of the jobless: graduate school.
S. MAG.: What prompted you to put “The Ark” on
Amazon Kindle? How did you market it to get the
most impact?
SuspenseMagazine.com

B.M.: When my agent submitted “The Ark” to publishers
in 2008, there was one thing all twenty-five of them
could agree on: they didn’t want to publish “The Ark”.
While they liked the premise, plot and characters,
their collective reasoning was that readers are sick of
action-packed thrillers about ancient mysteries, as
evidenced by “The Lost Symbol’s” piddling sales of only
five million copies.
Around the time that my agent and
I decided that the chances of getting
“The Ark” published were about the
same as me walking on the surface
of the sun, I heard that Amazon
was starting to let unpublished
authors post their manuscripts
onto the Kindle store. I had three
thriller novels languishing on my
hard drive. I thought they could
just as easily languish on Amazon’s
hard drive, so I uploaded them.
My marketing efforts consisted of
telling my friends and family about
the novels. That didn’t help much
because I knew approximately three
people with a Kindle. I did have a
graphic designer create covers for
me so I could continue to keep my
appalling artistic talent a dark
secret.

Despite my lack of marketing skills,
word of mouth started spreading the news about my
novels. Within a month, “The Ark” was the number one
techno-thriller in the Kindle store, outselling authors
like Tom Clancy, and within three months I had sold
7,500 copies of my books. Tom Clancy was already
under contract, so Simon and Schuster instead signed
me to a four-book deal.
S. MAG.: The concept behind “The Ark” was so
enthralling that I couldn’t put it down, how long
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was the development and research process?

know you’ve done something special.

B.M.: Although I write fiction, I try to keep my stories
grounded in reality. They don’t feature magic or
supernatural events, but the technology sometimes is
just beyond our capabilities today, and I include real
vehicles, weapons and locations where I can. When I
do use literary license to invent my own technologies,
settings, or scientific breakthroughs, I stay within
the bounds of what is physically possible. I’m an info
junkie, reading magazines and web sites for cool new
tech, so my research is an ongoing process, but it took
about a year to plot and write “The Ark”. For readers
who want to know what was real and what was made
up, I included an afterword at the end of the novel.

S. MAG.: Based on your writing, we’re curious…
what are you reading right now?

S. MAG.: Most established authors don’t pay
attention to the early praise received for their
books; however, the advance praise for “The Ark”
was exceptional…what was your reaction?
B.M.: I was in an unusual position for a debut author
because I had Amazon reviews for my books last year
and almost all of them were great. Still, I was holding
my breath to see whether professional reviewers
and booksellers would agree with the readers. Other
than one tepid critique, all of the reviews have been
fantastic and I couldn’t be happier. Of course, that
raises the bar for the sequel, so I’m working to make
sure it lives up to “The Ark”.
S. MAG.: With three completed novels in your
arsenal, what is your personal favorite?
B.M.: “The Adamas Blueprint” (soon to be re-titled)
holds a special place in my heart because it’s my first
book, and “The Ark” is my most fun novel, but I think
“Rogue Wave” is my favorite because it makes people
cry. It’s an emotional tale of survival and not everyone
makes it out alive, so I take it as a great compliment
that many people have told me they teared up when
they read it. That means the characters were real to
the readers who were concerned about their fates. If
you can accomplish that as a writer even once, you
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B.M.: I just finished “L.A. Requiem” by Robert
Crais. Now I’m on to “Blood Oath” by Christopher
Farnsworth. Both are great reads.
S. MAG.: What is the one mystery you would like
to solve for yourself?
B.M.: The problem is that when most ancient mysteries
are solved, the answer is usually so prosaic that people
either yawn or they don’t believe it. That’s why I’d like
to find out the real truth to something like the Kennedy
assassination, but be able to verify to the world that
the actual story would blow your mind, such as the
discovery that the Zapruder film was created by the
same movie studio that faked the moon landing.
S. MAG.: How much did you win on Jeopardy!?
B.M.: Not as much as I could have won if I’d known
the Final Jeopardy answer to this clue in the category
Elegant Words: This word may come from a ship travel
acronym for port windows on the outward journey &
starboard coming home. If you came up with “posh,”
you might have won more than the $12,000 I was
lucky enough to come away with. Still, I won one game,
so I get to call myself a Jeopardy Champion.
S. MAG.: What book changed your life?
B.M.: The very first novel I read was “Cyborg” by
Martin Caidin. I was about eight-years-old at the time,
and the reason I read it was because it was the basis
for my favorite childhood TV series, The Six Million
Dollar Man. It was the first time I realized that a
single person could create the idea behind something
so wickedly awesome. Plus, if it weren’t for Martin
Caidin, we’d never have The Bionic Woman, which was
the origin of Austin Powers’ Fembots. 
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Simone Herbert
An Artist of Many Colors
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imone Herbert, this month’s chosen author, has
always been interested in art. She’s eighteen
and studying for a certificate in Art and Design
Intermediate at AUT University while aiming for her
qualification in visual arts. She’s like to be a conceptual artist/
illustrator or even a freelancer.
Simone is completely self-taught and has learned her
techniques over time experimenting with different styles and
art genres, though she claims to still have a lot to learn.

ITACHI RAIN
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She gives a lot of her progress’ credit this year to the on-line art communities—
mainly Deviant Art. It makes it easier to get advice from other artists of different
skill levels and media.
Herbert prefers digital methods of painting (paint tool Sai, Photoshop CS3)
as opposed to traditional media such as acrylic, inks, pastels, etc. Digital media—in
Simone’s opinion—is the best because of its versatility. It can reproduce traditional
style works and is much easier to use than paints.
Simone says her inspiration comes from many things and she doesn’t really
consider herself any “type” of artist; her style is constantly changing as she tries
different things.
Suspense Magazine was honored to speak with her and is just as anxious to
share her interview with our readers.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Where are you from?
Simone Herbert (S.H.): I was born in Cape Town, South Africa
S. MAG.: Where do you get the ideas for your artwork?
S.H.: I generally get my inspiration from my favorite TV, shows, books and imagination or
things that interest me at the time.
S. MAG.: Do you have a favorite piece of your own work?
S.H.: My favorite work is my Fear the Reaper. I feel like it is the closest I’ve gotten to draw
the image I had in my mind.
S. MAG.: Does one specific piece best represent who you are as an artist?
S.H.: I don’t think so; I tend to change my mind a lot about what genre of artwork I like to
do. My style constantly changes along with the theme of the artwork.
S. MAG.: Do you sell your work? If so, where?
S.H.: I currently run online submissions on my Deviant art page.
S. MAG.: Do you have a specific process that you must follow when you begin a
new piece?
S.H.: No, my works can start from a well thought out, planned process, or as a complete
SuspenseMagazine.com
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fluke that begins with a scribble. I tend to
make each work in its own unique way.

HELL AND BACK

S. MAG.: What projects are you
currently working on?
S.H.: I’m currently working on a project
for my CADI University course relating
to experimental, contextual and visual
processes derived from one of a number
of sentences in the brief. The work itself
focuses on false advertising and the lies
told to consumers. These ideas are shown
through a wide variety of media, such
as sketches, paintings, sculptures and
digitally generated images.

GRIM REAPER

S. MAG.: Do you have an emotional
connection to your pieces?
S.H.: It really comes down to the artwork
itself; some can have deep personal
meaning while others are just for fun or
to explore new medias or ideas.
S. MAG.: Where do you see yourself
in five years?
S.H.: I’m hoping by then I’ll have begun
my career and determined what area
I want to work in, at the moment I see
myself aiming towards either a Graphic
or Digital degree.

YOU CAN'T HIDE

Suspense Magazine had a great
time learning about Simone and
her artwork. If you’d like to learn
even more about her, check out her
website at http://moni158.deviantart.
com/. 
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Deep in the secret places of Sweetpatch Island,

the old ways—the dark ways—still hold sway. Mournful ghosts
and vengeful spirits stalk the living,
seeking revenge and restitution for past atrocities.
“King of Nod is part ghost story, part Southern Gothic, and part noir,
cloaked in the language of lush imagery and fed on social consciousness.”
—Marlene Y. Satter, ForeWord Magazine
“Gothic with a drawling sense of Southern style, this haunting and lyrical
literary treasure lingers like an old moving memory long after the story
is put down. Mr. Fad has created a masterpiece of epic proportions,
one destined to become a classic.”
—Fresh Fiction
“A masterful work of art that I couldn’t put down. This is the best book
I have ever read.”
—Janica Unru, BlogCritics Magazine
“A disturbing, spellbinding journey.”
—John Raab, Suspense Magazine
“Filled with frightening twists and amazingly vivid imagery. I could
barely put it down.”
—Julina K. Mills, Armchair Interviews

www.kingofnod.com

Available through Amazon.com and other ﬁne bookstores.
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BROKEN

by Karin Slaughter
Slaughter—an unforgettable storyteller—makes it easy to fall in love with
her characters as she breathes life into every word. Entwining small flashes
of happiness, tender moments of pain and hope for romance, she maintains
a rapid pace in this multifaceted thriller, making “Broken” impossible to put
down. Following on the heels of success from “Undone”—where the lives of
Dr. Sara Linton and GBI Special Agent Will Trent collide—“Broken” is the
ideal next step in the journey.  
Facing her personal demons, Sara has come home to Grant County for
the holidays. Already anticipating the worst, her only hope is to keep herself
isolated from her past—mainly the woman Sara holds responsible for her
husband’s death. She isn’t home long before the phone rings with a request.
A sensitive young man and previous patient has been booked for the murder of a college student after
stabbing two police officers. He needs her and she is paralyzed to react. The unexpected request is
soon followed by the acting Chief of Police telling her to come…he won’t stop crying, and Sara feels
compelled to snap out of her self-induced mental fog only to arrive much too late.
Seeing a possible cover-up and selfishly grasping an opportunity to take a dangerous cop off the
streets, Sara calls in a favor. GBI Special Agent Will Trent’s arrival is the result of her plea and the
intrigue skyrockets as the search to solve one murder quickly transforms into the hunt for a serial killer.
Written with such power and believability, it makes me wonder when viewers will have an
opportunity to see these two on screen.   

BEAUTIFUL MALICE

by Rebecca James

As you turn the pages of Rebecca James debut novel “Beautiful Malice”, you find
yourself in a web of unraveling secrets that pull you deeper into the thrilling
psychological mystery that keeps you guessing ‘til the end.
Every girl dreams of being friends with someone like Alice Parrie. She’s beautiful,
fearless and exciting, everything Katherine Patterson misses about her old life. As
Katherine lets go of the dark secrets of her past, she is consumed with the even darker
secrets of Alice’s. The harder Katherine tries to protect herself, the deeper into the trap
she falls.
An intense, electrifying story that doesn’t fail to keep you on the edge of your seat. 
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PRAY FOR SILENCE
by Linda Castillo
Reminiscent of the much-loved Holly Barker series
by Stuart Woods, Linda Castillo takes a slightly
different approach to the small town life of a female
sheriff in “Pray for Silence”. With a keen eye for
detail, Castillo thrusts readers into this exciting, fastpaced thriller from the first page beginning with an
incomprehensible crime. Seven dead. An entire Amish
family massacred. With dwindling hope for a speedy
resolution, Sheriff Kate Burkholder and her team must
work within the confines of the communal differences
in their town as they search for a monster. Once Amish,
Kate fully understands the difficulties of coming of
age within the unbending
Amish community and when
she comes across the hidden
diary of one of the teenage
victims, the painful thread
between them strengthens
her conviction. She will stop
at nothing to bring the killer
to justice.
A gripping plot with genuine,
multi-layered characters and
twisted crime scenes are the
ideal combination for this
remarkable read. 

The Radix

by Brett King
John
Brynstone,
an
agent for the US Special
Collection Service, has
been assigned to attain
the Radix, an ancient
relic
with
mystical
powers.
Because
of
these powers, there are
numerous persons and
groups vying to possess
it.
Billed as a historical
mystery, “The Radix”
comes across much more as a thriller and you
will be hard-pressed to put this book down.
This is Brett King’s debut novel, in which he
deftly combines fiction with historical facts
and events. He admits in the author’s note
at the end of the book that he took liberties
with some events, but it doesn’t really matter
as we are engrossed in a mix of non-stop
action, plot twists, unbreakable codes and
secret organizations.
The best part may be that we can look
forward to the sequel in early 2011. 

ICE COLD
by Tess Gerritsen

Every once in a while, an author puts something out that—for lack of a
better phrase—blows your mind. Wow! I know that one word may lack
a little imagination and doesn’t contain the normal fluff for a review, but
sometimes when you close the last page of an incredible book, “wow” is all
you can initially say. With a startling storyline, “Ice Cold” easily slipped
into that category.
A longtime fan of Gerritsen’s work and the Rizzoli and Isles series, I was
thrilled to find myself on pins and needles almost instantly. As I read
through the book, sinking deeply into the pages, the intensity of the story
simply and literally took my breath away. When Dr. Maura Isles—one of
my all-time favorite characters—finds herself in a deadly situation, my
mind began to visualize images from Misery where Annie Wilkes not so gently prods the author
into writing the book she wants, keeping her beloved character safe from harm.
However, that line of thinking doesn’t lead to the nail biting, high energy, anxiety filled suspense
that Gerritsen’s fans have come to love. “Ice Cold” will shock, horrify and satisfy even the most
hard to please thriller fans. If you enjoy feeling like you’re part of the suspense, pick up a copy
today; it won’t disappoint you. 
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MORNING MENACE

by Terri Ann Armstrong

Hand’s down the best part of my job is getting the opportunity to read what
I consider gems; those books that might otherwise be overlooked at the
inception of the authors writing career, whose only desire is to share their
hopes, dreams, fears and captivating imagination with the reading world.
An avid reader of suspense, I crave the unexpected twists and turns, the
climactic shock and plausible connection to the characters.
“Morning Menace”, Armstrong’s first in her Menace Trilogy offers everything
fans of mystery crave and more. Straddling the line between romance and
thriller, “Morning Menace” is a striking debut for this previous author of
romance. Teeming with treacherous twists, the grim—often unsettling—
conflict is palpable. The intensity and inclusion of a character tangled in
her own neurosis keeps the pages turning and the unexpected ending will
surprise even the most adept amateur crime-solvers. 

RAPTURE UNTAMED

by Pamela Palmer

The human world could never
understand who and what lives among
them, if they did…Goddess help them!
Ferals can shape-shift into animals,
whether it be big cats, an eagle, wolf or
snake to protect the human race from
the Mage, Draden and Daemons—
beings that are hell-bent on destroying the humans and
Ferals.
Jag ( Jaguar) the bad-ass Feral who never has a kind
word for anyone, finds joy in annoying Olivia, a Dradenkissed woman. More than beauty, she possesses very
special powers that she has had to keep secret for
centuries. If anyone found out, she would surely be
destroyed by either of the tribes whether it be Feral,
Mage, Draden or Daemon since she is dangerous to all.
Unfortunately, Jag figures out what she is and since
she’s never given him a second glance—something that
causes him great angst, despite the fact that he loves
a challenge—he decides to use his newly discovered
information to make her his “slave”. If she chooses
to defy him as she has done all along, he will tell the
others of her lineage and she would be destroyed either
by death or ostracizing her causing her to live eternity,
alone.
Things progress differently than Jag ever imagined it
would and things shift faster and stronger than he can
from man to animal form.
This book was brilliant! I thoroughly enjoyed this and
coming from a devout fantasy novel hater, that says
a lot about this book. I love it when someone proves
me wrong—especially about myself. Palmer took me
through a gamut of emotions at every turn. I found
myself smiling and my heart thumping uncontrollably
in all the right places, making it impossible to put this
book down. Bravo! 
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PRAY FOR DAWN
by Jocelynn Drake

Take Mira, a vampire who is a fire starter and
Danaus, a half human and half vampire, but a
vampire hunter nonetheless, put them together
as some odd duo and you have the beginnings
of a fantastic story!
From vampires to lycanthropes, necromancers,
werewolves, bori and countless other
“beings”—including some old…old witch—this story keeps you
captivated from the first word to the bitter end.
With situations and characters too numerous and bizarre to
mention, Mira and Danaus—along with others—must save
the city of Savannah from being taken over by bori, creatures
that survive by taking the soul-energy of those who are killed.
The bori wish to “help” the coven and others to be saved from
the naturi, little creatures who are the size of children with long,
sharp teeth and claws.
Without knowing exactly how to explain things—this is my
very first vampire book that I enjoyed—I can only say it was
awesome…something I never thought I’d say. Each time I turned
the page, I found myself enthralled in the moment, all the while
anticipating what the next page would bring me. It was like a drug;
I couldn’t get enough! Each time I thought Drake had taken me to
the highest rung possible, the very next page found me going yet
another rung higher making me even more excited as I read on.
I don’t want to ruin the end for anyone, but I will say one thing…I
hope there’s another that continues from the end of this one.
Until reading Jocelynn Drake I had absolutely no desire to read a
book about vampires. Now that I have, I’m so happy I did. I don’t
know if what I read is what all vampires are about or how they
act; I only know that I loved this book! Go out and get yourself a
copy, you’ll be riveted. 
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MOVIES
SUSPECT ZERO
(2004)
Genre – Psychological Thriller (R)

A killer is on the loose and FBI agent Thomas Mackelway (Aaron
Eckhart) is on the case, sifting through clues to uncover the criminal’s
identity. But there’s one unusual twist: The bloodthirsty felon’s (O’Reily
played by Ben Kingsley) victims of choice are other serial killers.
As Mackelway works to stop the killer from committing another crime,
he suspects there’s a compelling—and personal—reason for his strange
desire to seek vigilante justice.
Is Mackelway’s mind just playing tricks on him? This movie really plays
with your head and keeps you not only on the absolute edge of your
seat, but guessing throughout the entire movie as to how all the pieces
fit together. Not until the killer gets his mitts on Agent Mackelway do
you start to put it all together.




Carrie-Ann Moss plays Thomas’ partner Fran who isn’t quite convinced
Tom has both oars in the water. More inclined to believe he doesn’t
know what he’s talking about, Fran stays less than cooperative with
helping Mackelway in figuring out if there really is a ‘Suspect Zero’.
Watch it today and see what you think.
E. Elias Merhige directs. 
Jane Emelin, (Juliette Lewis)—an interior designer—is surprised by
her luck when she moves into her late aunt’s rent-controlled New York
apartment on the fourth floor of a high-rise. Fear quickly abounds
when she starts to suspect one of her very strange neighbors is trying
to kill her.
Unable or unwilling to accept she needs her own space, Gregg Harrison
(William Hurt) is her disapproving boyfriend who wants her to move
in with him like they planned before the apartment became available.
John Klauser writes and directs a talented cast including Shelly
Duvall (Martha Stewart) and Austin Pendelton (Mr. Collins), both
creepy and easily thought of as suspects.
It doesn’t take Jane long to figure out there’s no “old lady” living
underneath her as some of the tenants would have her believe. But
someone wants her out and they will stop at nothing, including rats
placed in her house and maggots—lots of them—crawling up the
drain and into her bathtub.

4TH FLOOR
(1999)

Genre – Psychological Thriller (R)
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If you enjoy psychological thrillers and like trying to guess who dun
it, this movie is for you. It’s chuck full of crazy people, anyone of
whom could be the guilty party. It’s even got a surprise ending, which
I must admit, I saw coming. 
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MOVIES
After an earthquake, a mother falls into a crevice and is swallowed up as her
daughter watches helplessly. The medicine woman, Iza (Pamela Reed) of a
wandering Neanderthal tribe discovers the blond child named Ayla (Daryl
Hannah) who comes from the race of “others”. Iza convinces her fellow cavedwellers to adopt the girl, who grows up to be more highly evolved than those
who raise her.

The Clan of the
Cave Bear

(1986)

Genre – Drama (R)

Throughout her adolescence, Ayla must endure sexual abuse and criticism
for her intellect. She is especially made slave to Broud (Thomas G. Waites)
who hopes to one day be leader of the clan—then, no one could save her from
him or his demands.
Ayla’a adopted family save her from certain death many times and her
thankfulness never wavers. Her pride is her biggest enemy within the clan
where only the men are allowed to touch weapons, hunt and fight. But when
Ayla learns to use one of their leather weapons—which throws small rocks—
it ends up being the reason one of the children remain alive after a white wolf
carries him off. If it weren’t for Ayla and her weapon, the child would most
certainly have been killed.
As I watched the men at the meeting of the clans attack a bear—a big bear—
with the sole purpose of killing him, I could actually feel my blood pressure
rise and I got so into it, I almost puked! Believe me; this movie will keep you
captivated from the most docile scenes to the most exciting.



Michael Chapman directs this adaptation of Jean Auel’s best-selling novel. 

The new generation in a family of cops, homicide detective Tom Hardy
(Bruce Willis) is demoted when he makes public his suspicions that a serial
killer is a fellow officer. But the murders get personal when the victims
they begin finding are his ex-lovers. A perfect set-up for the scapegoat.
Under scrutiny for possible involvement, Hardy tries to figure out the true
killer’s identity.
When his father, Vince Hardy (John Mahoney from Frasier) a veteran cop,
is killed, the murders become even more personal and Tommy’s taste for
blood enriches as the spree goes on. He leaves the Pittsburg Police force—
on land and through no choice of his own—and becomes an officer on
the water.
Enter Jo Christman (Sarah Jessica Parker), a beautiful and obviously able
detective who now becomes Hardy’s partner on the lake. They continue
to discover bodies of women Hardy knew…personally, who are killed and
then dumped into the water to be discovered by Hardy specifically.
Tommy, having testified against his ex-partner for excessive force on
a perp—who also happens to be his cousin Jimmy Ditello (Robert
Pastorelli) who later jumps off a bridge to avoid going to prison—Hardy is
now considered a pariah within the precinct. He was a friend to no one as
far as they were concerned.
His father taught him, ‘Loyalty above all else, except honor’, and Tommy
lived it. Now he was on his own and he discovers being a cop doesn’t mean
a thing to your fellow officers who are supposed to have your back at all
times. Will he discover the killer before another one of the women he gets
involved with becomes the next murder victim? Does Tommy have his
sites set on the right murderer? Watch this movie; the twists will surprise
you, especially as the killer(s) comes to its/their very climactic end. 
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STRIKING DISTANCE
(1993)
Genre – Mystery (R)
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The newspaper kiosk out front screams:
HOUSTON HEADSMAN STRIKES AGAIN.
Under that, in only slightly smaller type,
are the words Sixth Victim Found.
I stare at the headline for a long time, and
then ignore it. I have a job to do tonight.
She is beautiful. Maybe 5’4”, light brown
hair with blonde streaks, beautiful gray eyes.
Always dressed nicely: not flashy, tasteful
earrings and no rings on her hands. Her store
badge hangs from a lanyard on her graceful
neck. Soft voice, always polite, always kind. The
glasses she wears add something to her face,
making her even more attractive.
I’ve come here for about a month now.
Walls and walls of books, but it’s one of those
giant chain stores. No real soul, no heart. Few
of the clerks read, much less care about the
customer…except for Rebecca.
She reads. She reads a lot. Every night for
the past two weeks, when she leaves, I follow
her; carefully, discreetly. It’s part of the plan, but
that’s beside the point. I follow her to her nice
little house in her nice little subdivision. She
never sees me. That’s how it should be. I follow
her to her home; make sure she gets there okay. I
wait in the darkness until she gets inside and the
lights come on then I leave as quietly as I came.
She’s smart, no doubt. She usually keeps
her store badge turned around, but sometimes it
flips forward. They’re cautious here, first names
only. No last names, not even an initial. It is easy
for me to find out, though. A few minutes at the
computer and everything I need to know is right
there.
She walks past me with a stack of books,
giving me one of those fleeting, polite smiles you
get from people who work in a store. A delicate
whiff of some kind of expensive perfume floats
by as she walks past me and I inhale slowly,
savoring her scent. She smells
like a beautiful winter
morning.

Her skin is flawless, cool
and smooth. I want to touch
her. Any man alive would
want to touch her.
She does not know
me, probably wouldn’t
want to know me even if she
had the chance. The reality is
I’m not terribly good looking:
balding, glasses and 5’9”…if I stand straight.
Hardly the matinee idol type and I am slightly
lacking in what is called ‘social skills’. Been that
way since I was a child; blunt, straight ahead,
no time or inclination for niceties. Dressing
something up or choosing one’s words carefully
have never held any appeal to me whatsoever.
I’ve accepted it, adjusted to it and to be
honest, no longer worry about it. It would take
an extremely special woman to…understand
me. I haven’t met one yet who did and at my age
I’ve just accepted the fact that this is how it is.
As the kids today say, I’ve got no game
when it comes to the ladies.
It’s probably the single, biggest reason
I’m so good at what I do. No one sees me, no one
notices me. It’s actually an advantage. The media
makes us all out to be handsome and incredibly
charming, opening doors and hearts with our
smiles, but somehow those qualities passed me
by.
Fate plays some crappy tricks on people.
I have my work.
I don’t discuss it much, if ever. It’s been
years since I talked about it with anyone. About
what I do, about what I accomplish, about what
I’m…good at.
It just isn’t worth it.
I keep to myself and don’t socialize. Don’t
mingle, don’t go out much.
A doctor I had to go to once told me I
was ‘insular’ and ‘cut off’… among other things.
I didn’t say anything to that. What could I say?
He was telling the
truth.

By William Simon
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He asked me a lot of questions. He
wanted me to tell him about my dreams, for one
thing. He didn’t believe me when I said I didn’t
remember them. He got irritated over that, but
we kept going. He was being paid to, after all.
He wanted to talk about my family. I
glossed right over that, no point in digging all that
up. He wanted to talk about a lot of things and
I answered him as honestly as I knew how, but
he didn’t ever seem satisfied with my answers.
Then he asked some more personal questions. I
told him the truth, but from the look in his eyes
he didn’t believe me.
It probably didn’t help much when I sat
quietly and looked at him for a long while, then
asked, “Are we done?”
He angrily made a mark on some kind
of report, staring at me all the while. He got up
and left the room. After waiting fifteen minutes,
I realized he wasn’t coming back, so I got up and
left, too.
I know Rebecca’s last name, her address,
her brother’s name. I know her phone number,
I know her employment history. I know what
she does for fun and I know what she didn’t like
to do. I know she was divorced a little over two
years, still lived alone and only in the past few
weeks had she even thought about dating again.
I know she loves dogs, but didn’t have one at the
moment. She likes cats, but didn’t have one of
those, either. No children, no one close to her in
the city. Her remaining family is all north, up in
and around Dallas. She came here with her former
husband and when the marriage crumbled she
stayed for whatever reasons people stay.
After she walks past me, I turn my head
just enough to watch her. Her perfume lingers
in the air for a bit and I savor it again. I stand
there with an over-sized book on computers and
pretend to flip through it while I watch Rebecca.
She puts the books she’d been carrying on a shelf,
putting them in order, making sure they lined up
exactly.
Precision; I like that.
As she walks past again she pauses for a
moment. Gives me a smile as if she means it, and
asks, “May I help you?”
I turn to her, working hard to be friendly,
non-threatening.
“No, thank you; just browsing.”
Scaring her would be counter-productive
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at this point.
She gives me another smile, nods her head
and walks on. I choose another book at random
and pretend to flip through it, turning so I watch
her walk away.
She has a nice walk…a very nice walk.
It would be a shame if something happens.
Time passes. Closing time comes.
I leave without buying anything, just as I
have every night this week and go outside and
get into the car. I adjust the rearview mirror so
I can watch the front doors. I know everyone
comes out through there when they are done for
the night.
It isn’t long before the lights go off inside;
a couple are left on, so the people remaining can
see what they were doing. Eventually, the only
light on is by the front door. Five people come
outside, one of them is Rebecca. They all parked
where they could see each other and no one
leaves until everyone is inside their own cars and
locked in.
Rebecca starts her engine, pulls out of the
parking spot and heads home.
I follow her.
No one sees me. No one notices me. No
one pays me the slightest bit of mind.
Except the shadows.
The same thing happens the rest of the
week. Nothing will happen until tomorrow
night, Friday. I made that decision, but still, I
follow Rebecca home every night.
Just to make sure.
I am back the next night.
I sit in the cafe for hours, watching the
people walk by, watching them gather their
purchases. Rebecca is there; today she is wearing
a dress. She has legs as nice as I thought they’d
be.
I like watching her. She is beautiful. No
question of that. Tonight is the night. I can feel
these things.
The shadows move outside. Only I can
see them.
Time passes. I browse through another
book on computer language, then one on old
movies, a photography manual. Staying focused,
pretending to look like anyone and everyone
else.
Shortly before closing time, he comes in.
I feel the anger building inside myself,
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but strangle it back down.
He is straight out of GQ; tall, staggeringly
handsome, tailored clothing. He comes through
the front door as if he owns the place and heads
right for Rebecca.
Her entire face lights up when she sees
him. I feel a flash of jealousy, but shove that
down, too. I am on a mission tonight, no time for
sentiment.
A mission that I have planned and
thought out and was locked on to like a heat
seeking missile. I didn’t like what I was going to
do, but it was what I had to do, a compulsion
inside drove me. I could stop blinking my eyes
easier than I could stop this part of things.
They leave shortly after that, Rebecca’s
friends giggling and shooing her out the door.
They are thrilled for her, excited she is going out
with such a handsome man, cannot wait to hear
the details tomorrow.
They were going to be surprised in the
morning…
It is far too easy to follow them.
A nearby restaurant, valet parking, some
sort of new age fusion nonsense. I drive past
them, circling, until I find a spot toward the back
where the valets do not come, but I could see the
entrance.
The shadows are out there.
I can feel them out there, but you have to
know where to look to spot them.
It is not all that long before Rebecca and
her date come out. Cocktails only, I guessed.
A blind man can see where the evening was
heading and I am not blind.
They walk to their respective cars, where
they kiss, briefly.
He holds her door open, sees her inside
the car and bends down for another kiss. He
closes her door and goes to his own car.
I know where they are going next.
There is only one possibility.
I get out of the parking lot before they do.
The speed limit is no more than a suggestion for
me tonight.
One blown red light later and I am ahead
of the game.
The night and what happens next belong
to me.
I know where Rebecca lives and park two
blocks away. It is late enough and dark enough
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that no one sees me as I approach her house.
She has no pets and I open the gate and
enter the backyard with no trouble at all.
The shadows follow me.
Lights are on in her neighbors' homes, but
it is the kind of neighborhood where people keep
to themselves. No one sees me as I slip around the
side of the house and find her bedroom window.
I know Rebecca and her date will park and come
into her house from the front door.
The shadows pool around me like smoke.
It takes seconds to unlock her back door.
I do not open it because of the alarm system I
know she has, but I make sure the doorknob
turns freely.
I can get in easily.
I hear cars pull into the driveway.
My entire body tenses with what is about
to happen. Everything goes into a different plane
of awareness. I can hear the crickets chirping,
I can feel the grass growing. Everything is
heightened.
I cannot stop it now; there is no way to
stop it.
Things have to proceed the way they are
supposed to.
It is a pattern that is predictable. Car doors
slam out front. I close my eyes for a moment,
seeing in my mind what was happening:
Rebecca and her date walk to the front
door. She gets her keys from her purse, unlocks
the door and they go inside. I hear the beepbeep-beep of her alarm system, then the cut-off
as she turns it off.
I stand in a section of brick wall that hides
me from the glass in the kitchen door and the
windows in the living room. They don’t know
I am there, will never see me unless one of them
opens the back door and looks outside. Chances
are extremely good that will not happen.
People in their own homes feel safe.
There are venetian blinds covering the
windows in the living room, but Rebecca has
left them slanting the wrong way and open just
enough so I can see everything. I can almost make
out the muffled conversation as she pours them
both a glass of wine, then they sit on the couch.
He kisses her. She responds. Two years
without a man in her bed have made her hungry
and that hunger has made her careless.
Human nature never surprises me
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anymore.
The kissing turns into something else,
something different, something much more
intense and he gathers her in his arms and picks
her up and carries her down the short hallway
into the bedroom.
When I see the bedroom door close…that
is my cue.
I slide through the darkness to her
bedroom window. Edging carefully, I see what
I need to see.
It is what I was expecting to see.
He is on top of her and there is a great
deal of thrashing and twisting and movement.
Entirely predictable.
Four quick steps across the lawn and I am
at her back door again.
It opens at my touch, just as I’d planned.
I force myself to move silently down the
hall, not rushing. Rushing now would cause
noise and noise can be a problem. I can hear the
carpet fibers under my feet; I can see the air in
front of me as I move through it.
Sounds coming from Rebecca’s bedroom
are...intense.
The shadows swirl around me in the
hallway.
I take half a step closer to the bedroom
door, then raise my right foot and slam it just
under the doorknob.
She is in the bed...with him.
Her eyes widen when I burst into the
room.
He jumps out of the bed and turns towards
me.
Which made the next part easy.
I take one giant step into the room, letting
momentum take my foot where it wanted. No
time to be subtle, I use a good old American
classic; I kick him in the crotch as hard as I can.
As he collapses to the floor, something
drops from his hand.
I reach into my pocket and pull out my
knife. She starts making noises as I approach the
bed.
Watching him vomit on the floor out of
the corner of my eye, I flick the blade open and
she really starts to shriek.
I bring the blade down…
“FBI, Rebecca,” I said after I had cut the
ropes holding her arms above her head. I went to
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work on the ropes holding her legs wide. “You’re
safe now.”
The shadows that surrounded me outside
and down the hallway flowed into the room like
warmed oil.
There was no crash-boom-bang-slam like
in the movies. The Special Hostage and Defense
Ops-Weaponry agents took the place quick and
quiet, grabbing, yanking, flipping, slamming,
pinning and cuffing the guy in a little less than
two seconds.
To me it looked all in slow motion.
I cut the last ropes that held her and
helped her sit up. She tore the gag from her
mouth herself and tried to talk while taking in
huge gasps of air. “She’s in shock, guys,” I called.
“Get the medic in here!”
I pointed to the knife he’d been holding,
where it now lay on the floor, gleaming in the
low light with a malevolence all its own. “Bag
and tag that, right now.”
I didn’t want to think how many different
blood types the lab would find on it.
She stammered and stuttered and tried to
get her breathing under control.
She managed to gasp out, “Who are you?”
When I was sure she could sit up on her
own, I reached into my back pocket and pulled
out my credentials. “FBI, Rebecca,” I said again,
using her name to anchor her attention on me
and not what was happening. “My name is
Roger. Roger Pedneau. I’m with the BAU.”
From the look on her face I was speaking
Martian. That was to be expected.
“Behavioral Analysis Unit,” I explained.
“Quantico.”
She looked from me to her erstwhile ‘date’
on the floor, Starkers, handcuffs on his wrists,
craning his neck to glare at me with unbridled
hatred. She gathered the shreds of her dress
around her like a talisman as she looked at the
black-clad men of the shadow unit, extensively
trained agents from the Bureau’s Hostage Rescue
Team.
I took off my light nylon jacket that had
‘FBI’ on it in huge yellow letters on the back and
sleeves and wrapped it around her shoulders.
I looked over my shoulder and bellowed,
“Get that medic in here now!” I turned back to
her. “My apologies for the wait.”
She waved it off, strength coming back
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into her. She paused, taking in the room as if
she’d never seen it before.
“What happened?”
“Your date for the evening is the Houston
Headsman,” I said as gently as I could. “He’s
raped and murdered six women we know of.
His favorite way to kill is by decapitation.” I
paused. “We’ve been after him for two years
now. Tonight, we caught him.”
There was no gain in trying to sugar coat
any of it.
The medic arrived. I stepped out of his
way as he ministered to her, looking in her eyes,
asking her what she had eaten or drank that
night, was she on any medication, checking her
pulse and aiming a small flashlight in her eyes.
The guys yanked the Headsman off the
floor, not caring he was nude. He groaned from
the shot I’d given him but, as far as I cared, life
wasn’t fair sometimes. They held him up on his
feet and I took a step over to him.
I stared at him until he looked up.
The hatred in his eyes was balm to my
soul.
It was the moment that made it all worth
while.
“I did this to you,” I said aloud, leaning
forward until we were almost nose to nose.
“Remember me. I did this.”
The snarl on his face said all that needed
to be said.
The agents goose-stepped him from the
room.
I looked and saw the medic was still
tending to Rebecca.
She didn’t need me anymore.
It was over.
I walked down the hallway, through the
living room and outside through the front door.
There were police and Bureau cars all over the
place now, turning the nice suburban block into
a sixteen-ring circus.
It was better than what could have
happened.
I’d seen the photos of the crime scenes
he’d left behind.
Seen them and studied them and looked
for some kind of hint, the smallest slightest shred
of a clue that would lead us to him.
Local police identified a suspect, but
that’s all he was…a suspect. Can’t arrest a guy
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for trying to pick up women. The more I studied
him, the more I knew.
I knew.
The suspect had been seen in the bookstore
on several occasions, always going out of his way
to chat with Rebecca.
All the women in the city and he singled
out her.
Unfortunately, a lot of what I do is reactive, not pro-active. He hadn’t committed a
crime in any way that we could prove.
Like the rescue team’s entrance, what I do
is not like it is in the movies or on TV. Step one,
always step one, is profile the victim.
Profile enough victims and you get a
sense of the killer. It’s painstaking, soul-searing
work and it’s certainly not for everyone.
I was done here.
The special agent in charge of the Houston
office came over to me, shaking my hand, telling
me I’d done one hell of a job. I forced myself to
smile, made myself say the right things in reply,
asked if he could have someone take me back to
my hotel, then to the airport.
He looked surprised for a moment, then
nodded.
“More work to do?” he asked.
I looked back toward the house, to
Rebecca’s house, watching as she was escorted
out and into a waiting Bureau car.
She looked around. Our eyes met and she
stared at me for a long moment.
For just a second, I wondered what
it would be like; a home with a woman like
her. A real life, not one spent outthinking and
outguessing the psychotic lunatics who move
among us, those who long to swim in blood and
butcher other human beings simply to feed their
own sick and twisted fantasies.
She smiled at me. I smiled back.
The gulf between her world and mine
was immense and there was no way in the world
to bridge it.
Psychopathic killers…and those who catch
them. Next! On Oprah.
Yeah, there’s something to be proud of.
Rebecca was gently guided into a car and
taken away. I shoved my fantasies back where
they belonged.
I said aloud to the SAC, “There’s always
more work to do.” 
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Fact…Fiction…or
Somewhere in
Between?

I

n most every
historical fiction
book there is an
element of fact, wrapped up inside
fiction. Historical fiction authors spend
countless hours
having to research
the factual part of their
story and then develop their
characters and voices into a fictional
story. However, for some historical
fiction books there is a debate sparked on, ‘if
this could actually be true’.

Case in point would have to be “The Da Vinci
Code” by Dan Brown. This worldwide, controversial book
was looked at by every possible religious group—most
in a negative light. The four authors we have in this issue,
James Rollins and Andy McDermott, Sam Eastland and
Boyd Morrison (two of our new authors this month), while
they might be far less controversial, still have those same
elements. When reading their books you will ask yourself the
same question over and over, ‘How much of this is factual?’
In most cases, the author will place at the end of the
book, the facts used and what elements were made up for
the story. But with most historical fiction authors, it is the
voice in which they write that gives us the debate on what
could be fact or fiction. Is there really an Atlantis? Could
there really be a lost treasure? Would the discovery of the
answer shake the foundation on what we have been taught?
If you find yourself asking these questions when finished,
the author not only brought the entertainment of reading,
but also curiosity to search for these answers yourself. That
is what makes a successful historical fiction novel and that is
what all four of these authors bring. 
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Interview By: Suspense Magazine

A

ndrew McDermott is the international bestselling
author of the Nina Wilde/Eddie Chase series of adventure
thrillers, the first of which—“The Hunt for Atlantis”—became
a New York Times bestseller on its September 2009 publication in the United
States. He is currently working on his sixth novel in the series, “The Vault of
Shiva”.
Born in Halifax, England and a graduate of Keele University, Andy
now lives in Bournemouth where he works as a full-time writer.
Suspense Magazine sat down with Andy and got to ask a few, much
anticipated questions.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Which of your books was the most difficult to
write?
Andrew McDermott (AM): “The Covenant Of Genesis”—the fourth in the series—
because I had to research climate data covering hundreds of thousands of years to
work out sea levels in various locations at different times and then make sure the story
I wanted to tell fit the records. That was the hard part in planning it and it was
tough during the actual writing because the story ended up being far longer and more
convoluted than I’d expected.
S. MAG.: What event prompted you to start writing historical fiction books?
AM: I wrote a magazine article about the various versions of the Atlantis legend
when I was working as a journalist and it stuck in my mind as being a great theme
for an epic adventure story. When I finally decided to write such a novel several years
later, it was the obvious choice; so out of that came “The Hunt for Atlantis”. When I
wrote, though, I never expected it would be the start of an ongoing series!
S. MAG.: Since you are a movie lover, which movie could you watch over and
over?
AM: I’m not sure if even I could watch the same movie on a constant loop! But if
we’re talking about films that I’ve seen many times in the past and doubtless will come
SuspenseMagazine.com
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back to many more, the list includes the likes of Aliens, North by Northwest, Die Hard, Hannah and her Sisters,
Back to the Future and The Shining.
S. MAG.: What book changed your life; and why?
AM: It’s hard to pick out a single one, but in terms of formative influence on my career I’d probably say either “Where
Eagles Dare” by Alistair MacLean or “Firefox” by Craig Thomas, both of which I first read—quite a long time
ago now!—in my teens and which firmly planted the idea that a book could be just as exciting and gripping as any
movie. (This was before VCRs were common—by the way—so simply watching the movie versions of those books
wasn’t an option). I wanted to recreate that rush when I started writing myself. Speed, thrills, twists: those are what
I try to deliver in my own stories.
S. MAG.: In writing historical fiction, how much self-edit do you have to do on yourself ?
AM: A lot; my first drafts are always massively overlong—“The Covenant of Genesis” was well over two hundred
thousand words—and I usually end up cutting at least a quarter of the whole thing by the time I’m finished. I
sometimes joke that I could probably assemble an entirely new book using characters, locations and action sequences
that ended up being dropped.
S. MAG.: If you could solve one mystery for yourself, what would it be?
AM: To find out once and for all if Lee Harvey Oswald acted entirely alone, and if not, the identities of his coconspirators.
S. MAG.: If you could pick the actor and actress to play Eddie Chase and Nina Wilde, who would they be?
AM: Lots of people keep telling me they can see Jason Statham as Eddie, and while I’m not sure he could do a good
Yorkshire accent, he certainly looks the part and can handle the action, so I’d be okay with that. Nina’s harder to pin
down; maybe someone like Sophia Bush or Rachel McAdams.
S. MAG.: How did you celebrate the release of your first book?
AM: With a bottle of champagne!
S. MAG.: “The Secret of Excalibur”—brilliant by the way—brings a new twist to the King Arthur legend.
What was your intent when you thought of the idea for the book?
AM: My initial thought was simply that I wanted to bring a story to Britain, which is both my home and Eddie’s,
as well as British history and mythology that is universally familiar and pretty much comes down to King Arthur,
Stonehenge and Robin Hood. Arthurian legend offered the most scope for a globe trotting adventure in the style of
my first two novels so that was the path I took. The research was interesting because of just how little of the story
of Arthur is confirmed historical fact; famous names like Lancelot and even the round table were added to the myth
centuries later, so I turned that embroidering of history by other sources into a plot point.
S. MAG.: What does the future hold for Andy McDermott?
AM: I’ve just started writing the seventh Nina Wilde/Eddie Chase novel (that, incidentally, ties back in to some of
the events of “The Secret of Excalibur”), which has the working title of “The Golden Empire”. There will be an
eighth novel to follow in 2011. Beyond that, there will hopefully be further Nina and Eddie stories, but I’ve also got
ideas for new characters and genres that I want to try, so we’ll see how things go.
We want to thank Andy for taking a few moments of his valuable time to answer our questions and
quell our curiosity. To learn more about Andy and his work go to www.andy-mcdermott.com. 
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JAMES
ROLLINS
Always Forward Never Back
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O

nce
again,
Suspense
Magazine has gotten the
distinct honor to sit down
with the super-author of
“The Last Oracle”—among many others—
James Rollins and find out how things are
going with him.
James always has something in the
works and this year is no different. This is a
man on a mission: to continually bring topnotch stories to the masses that continue
to enthrall and entertain us beyond our
imaginations.
Sit back, relax and enjoy the interview:

Interview By: Suspense Magazine

Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Since we last talked “The Last Oracle” came out. What has happened
recently?
James Rollins (JR): Has it been that long? Then we have some catching up to do. Last year, three
books debuted: the first of a middle-school series of archaeological thrillers “Jake Ransom and the
Skull King’s Shadow”, the hardback release of “The Doomsday Key” along with the winter release of a
stand-alone thriller, “Altar of Eden”. So it was a busy year. This year is a game of catch-up, along with
a couple of film projects in the pipeline.
S. MAG.: How much longer do we have to wait ‘til we see one of your books on the big screen?
JR: As mentioned above, there are a couple film projects in the works—one finished, one still to be
completed—but unfortunately, I’m not at liberty to talk about them yet. I can say: one is tied to the
Sigma series.
S. MAG.: What is the last book you read for fun?
JR: Lee Child’s “61 Hours”. Next up: “The Passage” by Justin Cronin.
S. MAG.: What is the most asked question you
receive from your fans?
JR: That would be the dreaded “where do you get your
ideas from?” I think most authors fear this question
because we simply don’t know and probably we’re a
little nervous to analyze that too closely. Fearful that if
we look too intently at the process, it will evaporate.
S. MAG.: What is the weirdest or most unusual thing that
has happened at a book signing?
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JR: I love weird and unusual. More please. But probably the most head-scratching moment was when
my publicist asked me to demonstrate how to neuter a dog using a stuffed animal. They filmed it, but
never aired it. I personally think they only filmed it to use it as blackmail.
S. MAG.: What is the one technology based item that you can’t live without now?
JR: My laptop. Working day-after-day in my office with my desktop gets claustrophobic after a while.
The laptop frees me to write on the run. I’ve written parts of novel during hiking trips, on dive boats
and on five of the seven continents. It’s how I recharge my batteries and get truckloads of inspiration.
S. MAG.: Which one of your books would you like to go back and rewrite?
JR: That’s tough. I’ve certainly re-read some of my old novels and groaned at a line here and there. But
would I want to rewrite a novel? No, none of them. After spending a year writing a novel, the stories
become concrete. It would take a jack hammer (mentally) to take one of them apart. Plus I have so
many new ideas and projects bobbling around in my head that I don’t want to look back over my
shoulder. When it comes to writing, I’d rather look forward than backward.  
S. MAG.: Do you have an old novel written that has not been published? If so, will it?

Suspense Magazine Review on “Altar of Eden”
Writing plots and intricate characters that virtually reach out to
snare like tentacles, Rollins continues to stagger us with his mindblowing style in the introduction of his stand-alone thriller, “Altar of
Eden”. Beautifully crafted and set in the backcountry of Louisiana,
it only takes a small squint of the eyes to see the landscape unfurl as
Rollins' words progress.
When veterinarian Lorna Polk is summoned to the scene of an
abandoned shipwreck, she couldn’t have prepared for the shock
when she encounters an individual from her painful past and a vessel
crammed with exotic animals. Each, a slightly unnatural version of
a recognizable beast has an obvious and extraordinary intelligence.
These animals—now orphans of the storm—are an incredible find
even after the collective realization that a modern day monster, a
female jaguar with the teeth of a saber tooth and a hungry cub, is on
the loose.
As the mission morphs into a hunt for the beast, the company that
stands to lose all is taking no prisoners and leaving no evidence.
They will not allow anyone to discover the truth behind their life’s
work even while it threatens the very fabric of our world.   
Teeming with creativity, Rollins' mix of the wide-ranging worlds
of suspense and science equal a perfect cocktail to satisfy anyone’s
literary palette.  

SuspenseMagazine.com

JR: No. I was one of those very
lucky authors who sold their first
novel. So nothing in the closet,
except lots of short stories and
shoe boxes full of rejections.
S. MAG.: What does the future
hold for James Rollins?
JR: Writing and more writing,
of course. Beyond that, I’ve got
some exciting new projects in
the works. But first I’ve got to
house-train the new dog.
Suspense
Magazine
would like to thank James
Rollins for freely giving of his
time once again. We can’t wait
to see what’s on the shelves
next! To learn more about
James and his books, please
visit his website at http://www.
jamesrollins.com/. 
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THERE IS A REASON HUMANS
FEAR THE DARK...
THIS MUCH IS TRUE:
In 1867, a young sailor was
convic:ted of murdering
two crew mates and
drinking their blood.
The papers called him a
vampire.
The President of the United
States pardoned him, sparing his life. He spent the rest
of his days in an asylum for
the criminally insane.

© Daniel Reichert

At least, that’s the
cover story.…

Also available from Penguin Audio
and as an e-book.
A member of Penguin Group (USA) Inc.
www.penguin.com

COMING MAY 2010
WWW . PRESIDENTSVAMPIRE . COM

CHRISTOPHER FARNSWORTH
Takes a Bite out of the Literary World

By: Matt McElreath

I was running a little late and the place was buzzing full of people. I worked my way through the
throng, picking up on the energy and making my way toward my destination. I was finally able to work my
way to the third floor of the Barnes and Noble. As I got off the escalator and ambled my way through the rows
of bookcases, there was a peaceful, yet upbeat crowd gathered in the back corner.
Christopher Farnsworth, was reading a few chapters from his first novel, “Blood Oath”. The crowd was
intently wrapped up in the reading, oohing and ahhing with each suspenseful incident. As I sat down, I was
temporarily transported to the world of Nathaniel Cade, who was Andrew Jackson’s most loyal secret agent,
and I was glad to be out of the craziness outside the bookstore.
After reading a few chapters, Chris answered questions from the group. Many asked about the character
development and some asked specific questions about Nathaniel to get a more in-depth look into the author’s
creation. Someone asked how many books there will be in the series. He responded saying there will probably
be ten with many of the same characters. Another question was about a movie deal for the book, which seems
to be in the works so expect more news on that soon.
After obliging everyone’s questions, the book signing/meet-and-greet commenced after the Q&A. The
crowd of about forty lined up for a chance to chat with the affable author. I was able to chat with Chris briefly
while getting a book signed.
After the event at Barnes and Noble, I was invited to attend a post
signing party at a nearby restaurant. Most of the crowd was family and
friends of Chris’. I was able to spend a few moments talking with him
before he was whisked away by another party attendant. Getting to talk
to Chris on a personal level made the night well worth attending as he is
a very down to earth, funny guy. The event was totally casual and made
for a great night of conversation.
In talking about the book with Chris, we were discussing how the
vampire theme seems to be played out for most readers. But
“Blood Oath” makes for a good read even if you are not a fan
of the vampire genre. The research that went into the book,
coupled with his writing style, will enthrall and captivate most
(you can’t please everyone).

Pictured (From Top to Bottom): 1) Barnes and
Noble at The Grove 2) Booksigning
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All in all, if you have a favorite author that will be
coming to your town for a book signing, I highly recommend
going and spending the hour. If Chris Farnsworth, is
coming to town—and he is making the rounds—you should
head over and introduce yourself. Check his blog for more
information on his tour or Chris himself on his website at
http://chrisfarnsworth.wordpress.com/blog/. 
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W.E.B. Griffin
W.E.B Griffin was born in 1929 and has written over one
hundred fifty novels to date. We are proud to induct W.E.B Griffin
into the Suspense Magazine Hall of Fame for the month of July 2010.
W.E.B. Griffin is one of the most prolific writers of military
and detective fiction the world has ever seen. He has also written
books under nine pseudonyms.

Photo Credit: G.W. Miller III
Philadelphia Daily News

While in the Army in 1946, he was a member of the counterintelligence team and earned the Army of Occupation Medal. He
brings this experience with him in his books, which give them that
sense of realism. Writing with Richard Hooker, he created books
for the M*A*S*H series, which started in 1974. His six main series
include, The Brotherhood of War Series (nine books), The Corps Series,
USMC (ten books), Men at War Series (six books), Badge of Honor
Series (ten books), The Honor Bound Series (five Books) and The
Presidential Agent Series (five books).

His first book was written under the name W.E. Butterworth,
back in 1961 called “Comfort Me with Love”. He continues to keep writing
with his latest book in the Badge of Honor Series in 2010
called “The Vigilantes”.
Fans of any type of Historical
Fiction and fast paced action books
will love the work that W.E.B. Griffin
has laid out for us. It is an honor to have
W.E.B. Griffin inducted into the Suspense
Magazine Hall of Fame and we look
forward in seeing what he has in store for
us in the future.
To find out more about W.E.B. Griffin
please visit www.webgriffin.com for all his
latest news and information. 
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Manuscript
vs.
Script
Which is the more Difficult to Write?
Writing, no matter what it is, has moments of
astronomical joy and immense frustrations
beyond your wildest imagination.
Manuscript writing is exciting when you first
make the decision it’s what you want to do. The
idea of putting your story on paper brings a level
of self-confidence nothing else can compare to.
You’re sure what rattles around in your mind:
characters, setting, plot, colors, etc., will be
the next bestseller. After all, you love it, why
wouldn’t everyone else? Enjoy that feeling—it
doesn’t last long…
Whether it’s your first page, chapter or the
whole blessed manuscript, there comes this
moment where you realize your work definitely
needs work. It’s so hard to face the cold reality,
but nonetheless, truth is truth because like
everything else in life, you can always make it
better.
After reading your book as unbiased as possible,
the rewrites begin; not my favorite part of the
process to produce a worthwhile manuscript.
After you’ve done all you can, you have
professional critiques (if affordable), editors
and querying of publishers and/or agents. The
frustration that accompanies the wait is enough
to make the faint of heart throw in the towel. It’s
a waiting game and you need to be prepared for
more no’s than yeses, unfortunately.
Script writing is different in many ways. First
and foremost, there’s the elimination of all
those painstaking details you suffer over in the
manuscript that don’t get put into the script.
This is my least favorite part since I just recently
trained myself—with the help of my agent, the
poor woman—to pay more attention to details
that make my story pop.
There are many examples of scriptwriting to be
found on the Internet, but really, they’re useless
if the production company you’re writing a
script for wants you to use specific software like
Final Draft.
The details of writing a script are worlds apart

By Terri Ann Armstrong

from a manuscript, but equally as
important: setting meaning inside or
out, time of day, where the scene is
taking place, i.e. living room, back
yard, etc. Then there’s a person’s
attitude or tone of voice, maybe even
facial expressions when delivering their line,
fade-in, fade-out. The list goes on and on.
My only experience in writing a draft came when
Lifetime Television read my manuscript “I’ll
Remember” and asked for a script. To say I was
excited is an understatement. It wasn’t so much
that there was a possibility of my book becoming
a movie—although it was an exhilarating
thought—as it was Lifetime actually liked my
work and I was going to experience something
new…writing a script.
Trying to translate my manuscript into a script
was painstaking work. It had to be between one
hundred twenty to one hundred forty pages long,
making me turn an almost three hundred page
manuscript into a much shorter masterpiece. To
do that means I had to pull out a lot from what
I originally thought of as important pieces, to be
later decided on how things should be by some
faceless producer and/or director.
The scariest part about it was deciding what to
pull out and wondering if doing so would ruin
the fact that they liked the body of work to begin
with. Then you sit and wait for word that they
wish to option (reserve for future use) your work.
How just plain script writing—without it being
a book first—works, I cannot say, although I
look forward to giving it a shot.
Just for grins and giggles and in case you were
wondering, I never heard from Lifetime. Their
office in CA closed after thirty years due to the
economy and my script never got past that first
screening. Quite honestly, I am honored beyond
words they liked my work enough to ask for
a script. The learning process, along with the
honor of even being asked to write a script, was
worth the whole process…even the waiting. 
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During our recent visit to San Francisco, CA and exhibiting at Wonder-Con, we took a little
side trip to visit the most famous prison in the United States, Alcatraz. The anxiety started to build
the minute we entered the boat for the fifteen minute ride to the island. The weather was cold,
windy and rainy which increased the anticipation of seeing the inside of the rock. We had done
some research on the prison, which included the inmates who called this place home.
Some of the most famous inmates included “Machine Gun” Kelly, Al Capone and Robert
Stroud “The Birdman” of Alcatraz.
The last movie to be filmed on Alcatraz was the Nicholas Cage, Sean Connery, Ed Harris
thriller “The Rock”.
The history of Alcatraz dates back to the late 1700’s when Spanish explorer Juan Manual de
Ayala sailed into San Francisco bay and named the island. Up until 1847 the Mexican government
owned Alcatraz and had plans to use it as a fort; 1861 had the first prisoners that arrived at
Alcatraz, which were the crew of a Confederate privateer. It wasn’t until 1934 when the United
States Department of Justice opened Alcatraz as a Federal Prison. It is in the time frame from 1934
until Robert Kennedy closed Alcatraz in 1963 when Alcatraz became famous.
When you arrive on the island there is a ranger who gives you a little history and the
options of all the tours you can take. We decided to take the self audio tour. It takes you through
the main cell house with the voices of four, original prison guards and four inmates.
When you first walk into the main cell house, you start to feel the cold draft and the
hairs on your neck begin to stand up. You hear the voices and start to imagine what it was
like for those twenty-nine years. You see the three-tiered rows of cells and can hear the
slam of metal hitting metal as cell doors are shut.
The main house contains four cell blocks, with each row named by the inmates.
Broadway is the main street where the prisoners were walked through naked with
their clothes, pillow and blanket and marched into their 6’ x 9’ home. Every
prisoner was in a cell by themselves, with a toilet and a metal bed attached
to the wall. They were moved and watched by armed guards, either in the
cell house—called the gun galley—or the towers outside.
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In the dining room, they still had the original
menu up from March 21, 1963. The entire prison is
concrete with the only grass outside being in the
recreation yard, which had a small baseball field
and bleachers on the right side.
“D” Block had the best and the worst of
Alcatraz, not just the prisoners, but it is the only
cell block where the sun would come through the
windows and give the prisoners some sense of the
outside. “D” Block however is also where solitary
confinement is, which had no light, so you were left
to nothing but your thoughts.
One inmate talked about “D” Block as the
place to be in Alcatraz. He mentioned that during
New Year's Eve if the wind was blowing in the right
direction, you could actually hear the sounds of San
Francisco, which was the only time prisoners heard
anything different and realized there was life off the
island.
Now the entire island itself is only fifty
percent accessible to the public. The reason given
by Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy for closing
Alcatraz, was because it was simply too expensive
to keep open.
We toured and walked around a lot of
the island and while we didn’t see any spirits or
ghosts, you always had the feeling you were being
watched, even if you were alone. We can’t say if the
ghost stories are true, but then again we were only
three people in the middle of hundreds of tourists. I
would like to explore the island and the cell houses
at night, to see if Alcatraz has any stories to tell.
Alcatraz is now a national park and one that should
be visited by anyone who comes to San Francisco.
Tickets are thirty-four dollars per person, but your
time on Alcatraz is not limited. You can stay the
entire day if you want, so I would recommend you
get your reservations early and get the first boat out.
There are also many, different items you can
purchase at the bookstore; my favorite item was
the rules and regulations of Alcatraz. I will leave
you with a couple of my favorite sayings from the
tour: “You are entitled to food, clothing, shelter
and medical attention, anything else is a privilege.”
“When you break the rules you go to prison, when
you break the prison rules you go to Alcatraz.” 
SuspenseMagazine.com
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By: Steven Morris

Mary Jay's
Grave

Originally published by New Criminologist, 5/4/2005
One of Dartmoor’s most famous and enigmatic landmarks is Jay’s Grave, a sad and lonely burial
mound lying beside a remote road that runs below Hound Tor, between Swine Down and Heatree Cross. It
is said to contain the remains of a poor servant girl who took her own life more than two hundred years ago
after being rejected by her lover.
A simple glass jar is set atop the mound and each day—without fail—fresh flowers are lovingly
replenished…but by whom?
On balmy, moonlit nights, when the moon casts an ethereal glow over the landscape, it has been
claimed a dark figure has been seen kneeling at the site, heavily muffled in a hood and cloak. With the moor
swathed in a damp clinging mist, we set out to explore the mystery. Our team of investigators arrived at the
site to the accompanying cacophony of howling wind and lashing rain. We left our hotel in the market town
of Newton Abbot on a pleasant spring morning.
The sky was a watery blue and thin tendrils of sunlight filtered through the skittering clouds, auguring
well for the journey ahead. By the time we reached our destination however, the transformation was complete.
A thunderous black sky was traversed by heavy, oppressive clouds, which intermittently emptied themselves
over the austere landscape.
On alighting from the car, we armed ourselves with a selection of umbrellas, sadly inadequate given
the circumstances, and continued on foot. Positioned in an isolated spot at a crossroads on the parish
boundary, the grave is marked with a rectangle of granite stones and—on this particular day—a small bunch
of daffodils provided a colorful contrast to the grayness of the surroundings.
Each morning it is adorned with a simple nosegay comprising of seasonal flowers: during the
springtime, primroses, daffodils and bluebells; in summertime, wild marguerites and forget-me-nots; by the
autumn, a simple sprig of heather gathered nearby and even in the depths of winter, holly and evergreens can
be found on the grave. However, no matter how inclement the weather, somebody…or something continues
to pay tribute to the memory of the poor, lonely soul buried beneath.
Little is known about the true identity of the grave’s occupant, although the general consensus of
opinion is that the remains belong to a young, orphaned, servant-girl named Mary Jay. Although long since
discarded, her name did appear on the Apprentices’ Register, which would have been in the possession of the
retired Guardian. During the latter part of the 1700’s, according to the custom of the day, Mary, or Kitty—as
she was sometimes known—was sent to a workhouse in Newton Abbot, Devon, after the death of her parents.
It was there that she spent the remainder of her miserable childhood until—at the age of fifteen—
she was sent for employment
as a general drudge on a
New Criminologist: Feature
smallholding at Wingstone,
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near Manaton, on the bleak and
New Criminologist: Feature foreboding northerly reaches of
Dartmoor. It is likely that she led
a miserable and solitary existence;
her working day would have been long and arduous and her living conditions primitive.
Whilst still in her teens, the unfortunate girl became pregnant, the untimely circumstances of which
resulted in her premature demise. It is here that stories conflict slightly, some claiming that an allegiance
with the farmer’s son resulted in her regrettable situation. However, the more likely version of events is that
Jamie—the son—befriended Mary. He was possibly her only friend until—at around the age of seventeen—
she fell in love with a young man who had been hired to work on the farm for the duration of the summer.
Taking cruel advantage of her vulnerability, he raped the naïve girl and appears to have escaped blame
and in all probability had moved on by the time the pregnancy was discovered. In those days, becoming
pregnant out of wedlock was both socially and morally unacceptable and Mary—by now humiliated and
rejected—felt she had no alternative than to take her own life. Mary Jay’s tragically short existence ended
when she hung herself in a barn, reputedly uttering her lover’s name as her final words. Suicide carried such
a stigma that she was refused burial within any of the neighboring churchyards. Eventually, as a compromise,
she was interred at this lonely wayside spot on Dartmoor where the three parishes of Widecombe, North
Bovey and Manaton meet.
Until 1823, the law stated that criminals and suicides should be buried at a crossroads with a wooden
stake driven through their hearts in the assumption that their troubled spirits would be unable to find their
way into any of the surrounding villages. It was here, in this lonely and desolate position, that the body of
Mary Jay lay undisturbed for almost a century. Although many stories circulated amongst locals and passersby, many had begun to dispute details of the grave’s authenticity. Some even postulated a theory that the
mound was merely home to animal remains.
In 1860, in answer to the speculation, James Bryant—squire of the nearby estate, Hedge Barton—
organized an excavation of the grave. A skull and bones were duly discovered and presented to Bryant’s
houseguest, (somewhat fortuitously, a doctor), for analysis. The skeleton, he revealed, was indeed of human
origin and belonged to “a young female person”.
John Bryant respectfully had the remains placed into a wooden coffin and re-interred at the same
spot, but in a slightly elevated
position. In subsequent years
superstition has grown, some
travelers even avoid the area
altogether as stories of ghosts and
spectral figures abound. Nocturnal
travelers have briefly illuminated
apparitions in their headlights, only
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for them to disappear abruptly and
unaccountably. Many people over
the years have camped overnight at
the site in order to explode the myth,
but the flowers continue to appear
inexplicably during a momentary
lapse of concentration. 
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Cardinal

By Ben Galley

I climbed the tree, balancing precariously on each mossy branch of the oak my grandfather
planted so long ago. High above the flower beds we planted, I squat in the foliage, shifting from foot to
nervous foot. I reach a branch that draws level with our bedroom and hop out onto the limb carefully
to try and peer through the window. The curtains your mother picked out were long gone, the white
ones with the little cornflower patterns pasted on them by a careful designer sat in some Swedish
office far away in a place we never went.
The wind is cold and threatens to dislodge me while I wait, so I decide to retreat to the safety of
a branch nearer the trunk. Clouds scatter across the grey sky and run fearfully from the approaching
storm. At least it isn’t raining anymore, I think to myself, but through the flapping leaves I can still see
the dark clouds on the far horizon. The night before had been terrible, with that disgusting type of
wind-driven rain that hits you in the face like a thousand liquid hammers. Two boys from across the
street are playing with a hose, only gods know why in this unfriendly autumn weather, but still their
childish shrieks floated on the wind to where I hid unseen in the branches of our oak tree. A brief gust
of wind tugs at me again and I hold on tightly with both of my feet.
I built that house, every stick and stone of it, wooden frames, doors and window sills. It’s a nice
area too, a strange old couple across the way but they’re nice enough. I can see their twitching curtains
from here. I wonder with curiosity at the blue car that had taken up residence in my drive. Strange, I
noticed, as humans how much we fear change. Seems so bizarre to me now.
Movement in my house. I shiver and hold on to the tree a little tighter. The house is dark inside
and no lights are on yet, but I think I see a shape moving around in our bedroom. The figure stoops
and picks up something that looks like a stray sock. It’s you. I can tell from the way you move around
in little bursts of movement, pausing and then moving again like a little bubble of energy. Your hair
is longer now and I can make out that you’re wearing those clothes that you always wear around the
house, like that old t-shirt I bought you in France.
I let the wind rustle my feathers. I think I can hear a clang in the garage above the howling
wind. The old tree must be almost breaking under the stress; the pain was audible in
the creaks and moans of the old, oak wood but still I cling on to the wet branch.
Another shape joins you, a bigger man-shape, still dark in the
bedroom that you decorated. You always said that blue and brown together,
I preferred red, but obviously I let you win, so you painted it blue to go
with our expensive brown sheets. I narrowed my little beady eyes and just
watched, a darkening curiosity growing under my hollow bones.
He touches you gently and I swear I can hear the laughter. It’s probably
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just my imagination or the boys across the street. My old life continues to play out on a muted TV
screen as I watch from my tree. Something is different now; it feels strange and odd to be here one last
time. How many times have I done this now? I ask myself.
I watch this uninvited man I don’t even know run his hands up the woman I once knew
intimately. I shudder and my wings flap involuntarily. I’m cold, and I’m starting to feel the wind
slowing my heart beat, despite the activities in my bedroom. I can see you laugh from my hiding place
behind the leaves, showing off that brilliant white smile of yours. As the two of you move around the
room I wonder if you ever got that promotion down in the city, and if that colleague of yours is still
bothering you like he used to.
The man-shape turns on the light on the bedside table and one of my questions is instantly
answered. The same man you complained so often about to me is now standing in my bedroom
holding my wife, that guy from resources you said was a bit too “touchy”. I love irony, even though
my understanding of it has become a little lost recently. I am starting to lose a lot these days, like the
memories of us, the accident in the river so long ago, and not only the big things either, even the little
memories and intrinsic things that you take for granted: pin numbers, tying shoelaces, the smell of
petrol and my own birthday. I suppose I have two of those now anyway and I think blithely how many
more I’ve forgotten.
This is why I came back, to find you and see your hazy face again. But this isn’t my life; it’s
someone else’s now, two strangers in a room in a house that a man once built. I feel like leaving, but
my little eyes can’t tear themselves away just yet.
I stay for an hour, maybe two, watching you wander around the house doing chores. Once you
come outside to check if that new blue car was locked. It was and you hurry back inside shivering
in the old t-shirt and golden hair
blowing wildly in the wind.
Just before the storm
arrives, I decide to go. I test my
little wings and rummage through
my red feathers with my short
yellow beak. One comes loose and
flaps wildly, so I quickly pull it free
and hold it tight like a seed in my
strong mouth. With a short run
and a little flap I make it to that
window sill I think I sanded and
painted all those years ago. And I
poke the feather under the lip of
the window, tapping at the wood
until the feather sticks, a bright
red flag fluttering on our house.
And with that, I sigh and flap off
into the grey skies just as the first
drop of autumn rain touched on my
lawn. 
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By Chris Roll

“If you came here expecting a quick, merciful
death,” the lean, grey-haired man said in an authoritative
voice, the shadow of a smile floating ominously on his
lips as he spoke, “you will be sorely disappointed. It will
be slow. It will be excruciating. And I assure you, it will
be worth every penny.”
A soft round of applause went up throughout
the lavishly-decorated auditorium full of affluent and
well-to-do citizens and the man on stage took a modest
bow. He straightened out the crinkles in his crisp navy
blue suit and allowed his ghost of a smile to become a
warm, beaming force of raw charisma. He stretched out
his hands to the crowd and continued his presentation.
“For a surprisingly low price, we can offer the
solution to the age-old question: what do you give
the man—or woman—who has everything? Simple!
You give this person the only thing money ordinarily
could never buy: the perfect death. Who among us
can completely control the circumstances of their own
death? Death lurks behind every corner, in every shadow
and it does not stop to ask you for personal preferences.
But we can offer you the death you always wanted—the
death you always dreamed of in secret, but could never
ensure.”
This bold statement garnered more applause.
But there was one person in the audience who could
only look on in a mixture of awe and revulsion.
“This can’t be for real,” Lauren Bonahan said in
quiet disbelief, barely able to touch her finely-catered
food. She had come to this dinner party hoping to have
an uneventful dinner with a friend, but now her appetite
was fading fast. “It has to be some kind of joke.”
“It’s no joke,” replied Nancy Hale, practically
enthralled by the speaker’s words. “I think it’s pretty
cool, actually.”
Lauren turned and stared at her best friend,
shocked. “You can’t be serious.”
“What?” Nancy protested, throwing her hands
up defensively. “Think about it, it could be kind of fun.”
Lauren was about to say exactly how she felt
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about the matter, but the speaker
raised his voice to an almost
booming level.
“Think of it, my
friends!” he cried forcefully.
“The ultimate thrill—indeed,
the last thrill. And you can know
this thrill, starting at the modest
price of ten thousand dollars.”
The old, dimly-lit opera house was abuzz with
chatter and applause and soon people from every table
were pressing forward to talk to the debonair master of
ceremonies.
“Come on,” Nancy called, eagerly grabbing at
Lauren’s shoulder. “Let’s go meet him!”
I have to be dreaming, Lauren thought to herself,
feeling like a stranger in her own body as Nancy pulled
her numbly to her feet. This can’t be happening.
As Nancy dragged her through the crowd of
unbelievably wealthy socialites, Lauren reflected that
it had always been Nancy who got her into messes like
this—Nancy who always wanted to play with fire. In
private school, where their immense fortunes brought
them together both as best friends and as the objects
of resentment and disdain from their peers, it had been
Nancy who got them in trouble by sneaking cigarettes
into the bathroom. In the expensive college their
respective daddies selected for them, it had been Nancy
who brought the boys (usually of questionable moral
character) and alcohol to the dorms and nearly got them
both thrown out on their squeaky-clean, jewelry-laden
ears. And now, three years out of college, it was as Lauren
had always feared in the back of her mind, but never felt
possible until now: Nancy’s going to get us killed. It was
always a mostly irrational fear—usually brought on by
one of Nancy’s crazy boyfriends or her equally demented
driving, but now Lauren felt it in every imaginable form
of intuition she had within her and she was unable to do
anything to stop her impulsive friend.
The man in the perfect, blue suit flashed an
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almost predatory smile, but Lauren couldn’t find the
strength to pull away from Nancy’s enthusiastic grip.
Soon Nancy began gushing over how amazing the man’s
presentation was and how she would just love to hear
more about the services offered by his company; the
man in blue was happy to oblige.
“We offer our standard set of packages, from
murder to fire to gangland execution, but we also have
customizable add-ons, usually at around a thousand
dollars each, depending on the proclivities of the patron,”
the man said coolly, as though he were describing the
features of an island resort. “Prices are also subject to
change if the patron prefers a certain setting for his or
her thrill. We also offer a ten-percent discount for the
couple’s package—a very good deal if you and someone
else have a suicide pact.”
Get me out of here! Lauren thought desperately,
pulling at Nancy’s arm, but Nancy wouldn’t budge.
“Hey, let’s get the couple’s package!” Nancy
squealed enthusiastically, brushing a few errant strands
of blonde hair out of her face. “Just imagine what the
tabloids would say!”
Yeah, I’m sure we’d get a big laugh out of it—oh,
wait, we wouldn’t, because we’d be DEAD! Lauren wanted
to scream, but the words simply wouldn’t come out.
“I don’t care,” Lauren choked out softly. “Please,
let’s just go.”
“Hold on!” Nancy hissed, annoyed. She turned
back to the man in the blue suit. “Go on, I’m listening.”
“Now, as I was saying, you can add any options
you like to your scenario—say, if you want to be shot to
death by an armed intruder, we can add sexual assault
or even have your body thrown into the deep freeze
afterward.” The man’s oily smile was spreading from ear
to ear now. “The possibilities really are endless.”
This has to be a sick joke, Lauren thought, horrified
at the repulsive man and his twisted sales pitch. This can’t
be real—I have to be dreaming! Why can’t I wake up?
“Or, if you would rather have something a bit
more generic, we do have the standard package. Eustace
here can do wonders with a knife,” the man said, gesturing
to a short, fresh-faced man in his early thirties who stood
by the buffet table, helping himself to some roast beef.
As he delicately carved a slice, Eustace smiled and tipped
a cordial wave in their direction with the large knife in
his hand; the sheer friendliness of this stone-cold killer
made Lauren shudder.
“Come on, Lauren!” Nancy insisted, pulling
her mortified friend close in her patented I-really-want70

something-and-I-won’t-stop-until-I-get-it
embrace.
“This could be fun! Think about it—our ‘last thrill’!”
“No!” Lauren cried, finally breaking loose from
Nancy’s smothering clutches. “This is sick! Disgusting! I
can’t believe you’re actually serious about this!”
“But—this could be our last chance to do
something big together,” Nancy stammered, stunned at
her friend’s revulsion. “We’ve done everything together.
I don’t know, don’t you think it would be fun to die
together, too?”
“God, no!” Lauren shouted, not caring how
many of Daddy’s friends were staring at her as though
she escaped from a mental institution. “This—no—I’m
leaving, Nancy. This isn’t right!”
As Lauren turned to leave, Nancy reached
toward her, but the man in blue stopped her, gently
placing a slender hand on her arm.
“Let her go,” he said soothingly. “We can’t force
her to accept the thrill.”
“I guess not,” Nancy admitted, and as Lauren
walked out of the room to the cold, dark city streets
outside, she cringed when she heard Nancy’s perky voice
pipe up and say, “Well, I’ll take Eustace with the knives
for ten thousand, Alex!”
When she got home late that night, Lauren spent
the better part of an hour in a hot shower, trying to rinse
away every trace of the horrible feeling she had in the
pit of her stomach. It’s only a nightmare, she kept telling
herself, hoping she would eventually believe it. I’m going
to wake up in the morning and everything will be okay. None
of this ever happened.
At that moment, her cell phone went off.
Reaching out of the shower, Lauren grabbed it off the
countertop and answered, “Hello?”
“Oh, Lauren…you shouldn’t have run off like
that!” Nancy chided, a strange, giddy laughter in her
voice. “I was just playing around with you!”
“Tell me that was all just a bad joke,” Lauren
whispered, exasperated, but hoping against her feeling
of dread that Nancy would tell her the lie she wanted to
hear. “You’ve pulled crap like this before—please, just
tell me you’re messing with me again.”
Nancy laughed slightly on the other end, causing
an icy chill to run up Lauren’s spine.
“I really wish you’d reconsider,” she said in a
hushed whisper. “This is seriously the coolest thing we
could possibly do together. Besides…dying alone can’t
be any fun.”
“Nancy, please, just tell me you didn’t go through
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with this,” Lauren pleaded.
“Good night, Lauren,” Nancy sulked. “God—
why do you have to be so difficult?”
Lauren wanted to retort back, but Nancy had
already hung up. Lauren looked down at the phone in her
hand, considered redialing, and let out a yawn, realizing
how completely drained she felt. Barely able to keep her
eyes open, she set the phone aside, grabbed a towel and
got ready for bed.
The remainder of the night was hardly peaceful.
Lauren’s dreams were haunted by images of blood—by
Nancy’s cocky, smiling, carefree face suddenly cut to
pieces by a flashing knife—by Eustace’s pleasant, friendly
form hunched over Nancy’s mutilated body, adding a few
final touches to his masterwork of gore. I have to stop her
before it’s too late! Lauren thought frantically, tumbling
out of bed and grabbing at the clothes that were strewn
about the room. She lunged at her door in the dark, and
it seemed to melt in front of her. But it is too late, the man
in blue’s voice intoned in the back of her mind. Too late
for her… and too late for you. Lauren awoke violently,
pitching herself backward out of bed and landing on the
ice-cold floor with a dull thud. With sweat pouring down
her face, she staggered into the dark bathroom and felt
around for the faucet. Finding it, she splashed her face
with cold water.
It was only a dream, Lauren reasoned with
herself. Maybe it all was. But the images in her head were
so vivid, so real. In her mind’s eye she saw herself at
Nancy’s door, which hung ominously ajar. As she hazily
ventured inside, the first thing to seize her attention
was the thick, metallic scent of blood—lots of it. The
dream was nothing more than a blood-soaked fog, but
one which was gnawing away at her very sanity. But it
wasn’t real, Lauren reminded herself once again. Still,
the harrowing question remained: if it wasn’t real, why
could she still smell the blood? Dreading the answer in
the deepest recesses of her soul, Lauren reached for the
light switch and slowly, reluctantly flipped it on, in much
the same spirit as an executioner ultimately dooming the
condemned. What she saw on the floor of the shower
made her choke back a sob: her clothes from the previous
night’s morbid adventure, bunched up and soaking wet
with water and Nancy’s blood, precisely where she had
left them after staggering back in that night.
“No,” Lauren wept, picking up the blood-soaked
evening dress and holding it to her trembling body. It
had been no dream; she had been to Nancy’s penthouse
apartment in the night and found what remained
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of Eustace’s handiwork. Now her best friend in the
world—her sweet, crazy, free-spirited friend—was dead,
practically by her own consent and Lauren had not been
able to do a thing to talk her out of it.
Lauren knelt to the floor for a few excruciating
moments, clutching her wet clothes and letting her tears
flow freely. But this passed with time. Soon her face
hardened and she rose, knowing what needed to be done.
There would be no more rest today, not while there was
a much more pressing task at hand.
It was daybreak now, and all was quiet in the
quaint office behind the old opera house. The grey-haired
man, still wearing his pristine, blue suit, sat lazily behind
his mahogany desk. The oncoming sunrise sent him into
one of his many flights of fancy, which was unfortunately
interrupted when suddenly his secretary, a burly man
more aptly described as a bouncer, strode forcefully into
the luxurious office.
“Sir, you have a visitor,” the large man said curtly,
his perpetual grimace more baleful than normal. “It’s a
girl.”
“Well, send her in,” the man in blue replied
offhandedly, still lost in the warming glow of sunrise and
wanting the sensation to linger forever.
“She was carrying this,” the secretary said
disgustedly, loosely holding up a .45 pistol the way a
horrified babysitter might hold up a badly-soiled diaper.
“Ahhhh, one of those visitors!” the man in blue
declared, sitting up straight in his chair. “Well? Send her
in.”
“Are you certain?” the secretary asked, raising a
caterpillar-like eyebrow quizzically.
“Of course!” insisted the man in blue. “You
have her gun—unless she has a machete tucked away
somewhere that you missed, I doubt I’m in any further
danger.”
Grumbling somewhat, the secretary lumbered
out of the room. Soon he returned, dragging a tall,
pretty woman with long brown hair by the elbow. He
then forcibly shoved her down into one of the large,
cushioned chairs opposite the desk. The woman allowed
herself to be treated thusly, but her dark eyes betrayed a
seething hatred that would frighten even the coldest of
hearts.
“Manners, Aaron!” the man in blue called out,
extending a hand toward his disgruntled employee. “This
young lady is a guest; treat her as such.”
Aaron relented and exited then, emitting a low,
reluctant growl as he did so. The man in blue, however,
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seemed to think being left alone with his visitor was a
very good idea.
“So tell me, my dear, what brings you to my
establishment?” he asked, smiling with Grinch-like
sincerity.
“You know why,” she snarled furiously. “You
killed Nancy Hale.”
The man paused for a moment, as if trying to
recall why the name seemed so familiar and then smiled
warmly as recognition flashed.
“Ahh, yes! The girl from the party!” he exclaimed,
snapping his fingers in triumph. “Nice girl. Friend of
yours?”
He glanced at the expression on Lauren’s face
and frowned. “I guess so.”
“You took my gun,” Lauren sighed, “Now are
you going to kill me or what?”
“Kill you?” the man in blue blurted in mock
incredulity, “Why would we want to do that? Unless, of
course, your check is forthcoming . . . ?”
“What? No!” Lauren cried, taken aback. “What
is wrong with you? Don’t you get it? I came here to kill
you! And there is nothing you can say or do that can keep
me from going public with this—this sick operation you
have here. Do you understand me?”
“What I understand,” the man in blue replied
slowly, “is that you clearly do not understand the
wonderful service we provide. What more could the
wealthy, the affluent or the completely and utterly bored
possibly want out of life other than the right way to end
it? Your friend, whether you choose to admit it or not,
decided that it was her time. She chose to die the way
she wanted to, at the very peak of her existence. Doesn’t
it strike you as a better death—a more noble death—
than one spent old and infirm in a nursing home, finally
finding relief after years of slow, rotting pain?”
“A better death?” Lauren was astonished at this
man’s audacity. “Let’s say you’re right. Maybe there is
some measure of warped dignity in being murdered by
a sick man with a knife, but that doesn’t make it right. It’s
still murder!”
“Call it what you will,” the man in blue
murmured, a serpentine look in his eyes, “but it was she,
not I and certainly not dear young Eustace, who chose
the circumstances of last night. It was her choice—her
blessed, personal choice.”
“Blessed?” Lauren spat, incredulous. “For
someone who finds death so attractive, you certainly
don’t seem to want any personal experience with it.”
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“Explain,” the man prodded, leaning across the
desk with steepled fingers.
“You have that gorilla working the front desk
to protect you. He took my gun,” Lauren stated matterof-factly. Her eyes were moist with tears, but they were
bitter rather than mournful. “Doesn’t that strike you as a
bit hypocritical; the peddler of assisted suicide turns out
to be scared of death?”
“Not at all,” the man replied quickly, leaning
back and folding his arms defensively.
“Really?” Lauren retorted, leaning forward in an
identical fashion to the man’s earlier pose. “Explain.”
“Of course,” the man said coolly, “I am no more
hypocritical than the man who declines onions on his
hamburger. Some people welcome death, others do not;
I fall into the latter category, but stand ready and willing
to offer my services to those who do not see life the way
I do.”
“Sounds like you’ve got this all figured out,”
Lauren said tersely. “But you can talk all you like; when I
walk out that door, the first thing I’m going to do is go to
the police.”
“Go ahead,” the man in blue answered calmly,
gesturing toward the door. “This isn’t the first time that
somebody hasn’t understood my business. We have an
exceptional legal team, as well as some very good friends
in very high places, many of whom your family has no
doubt known for years, and many of whom you no doubt
saw at my gala last night. Believe me when I say we are
well above the law. Besides, even if the media got hold
of this, the fact remains that any publicity, as they say, is
good publicity. And in my line of work, name recognition
is a very valuable commodity.”
“You can’t be serious,” Lauren exclaimed in
disbelief, on the verge of jumping out of her chair.
“Why not?” the man in blue asked innocently.
“Look at the tabloids! Controversy sells, and there is
nothing the rich and famous are drawn to more than
controversy.”
He leaned closer at this and dropped his voice to
a whisper, “The real truth, my child, is that until people
start to see death for what it really is—just an ending and
nothing more—they will always be drawn to it. That’s
what the last thrill really is,” he said with a wry smile, “It’s
the thrill of the unknown.”
Lauren wanted to speak—to tell the man in blue
exactly what she really thought of him, his business, and
where he would be more than welcome to go, to seize the
letter opener on the desk and carve Nancy’s name across
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his scalp, but she could find neither the words nor the
motivation. All the hatred, all the rage and all the venom
in her heart had simply drained out and she was empty
inside. She looked at him, neither with contempt nor
with any measure of pity and stood.
“Well then, I guess we have nothing more to
discuss, sir. I’ll see myself out,” she said solemnly, walking
away.
The man in the navy blue suit watched her leave,
waiting until she was through the door to call jovially,
“Don’t worry—even if you go public with this, we won’t
kill you or anything. Unless you pay us, of course!”
While the man in the office laughed harshly at
his own joke, Lauren walked away in silence, maintaining
her perfect steely composure throughout the taxi ride
home and the plodding transition from elevator to
penthouse. Then, when she was finally locked away
from the outside world, she exploded. She sobbed, she
screamed, she punched an impressive hole through her
sheetrock, but nothing could ease her pain. She turned
on the television, seeing the same countless news stories
of wanton death and destruction in a new and twisted
light. How many weren’t random at all? How many...? She
tried to calm herself and went into the kitchen, but she
couldn’t bring herself to cook anything—how could she?
She frantically rifled through her list of contacts, trying
to find somebody—anybody—she could trust with this
knowledge, but there was no one there—absolutely
no one. In many ways, Nancy had been the only friend
Lauren could ever have trusted with something this big.
Nancy was the wild, enthusiastic one who always had
the answers, no matter the crisis, and Lauren was the
timid, straight-laced one, the one who never took risks,
the one who was afraid to live her life. Nancy was the
one who was always there to support her, but Nancy was
gone; now Lauren had no one. Her attempt to kill the
man responsible for Nancy’s death failed miserably and
now she was completely, utterly alone. What do I do now?
Where do I go from here?
Lauren sat alone on her couch for a long time;
not eating, not sleeping, but only staring at the cell
phone that lay on her glass-top coffee table. Amongst the
numerous business cards scattered across the table, there
were several prominent, respectable journalists, some
less scrupulous tabloid hounds and even some news
bloggers. But there was no guarantee that they weren’t
privy to the “big secret”—even if they weren’t, it was as
the man had told her: any publicity was good publicity.
Then, of course, there was trusty old 911—last resort
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of the desperate soul. But the same problem applied to
the police, and if she couldn’t trust them, who could
she really trust? Not her high society acquaintances,
that much was certain; most of her “friends” had been
at the dinner party and even those who hadn’t been
there were too consumed by their general apathy to care
about something this important. Not her family, far away
from everything on vacation in the tropics—her family,
who had never cared where she was or what she did and
certainly weren’t about to break precedent now.
There was another card in the midst of her pile,
one which made her blood run cold and her skin crawl
just as much as the man to whom it belonged. Somehow
Nancy must have dropped it in her purse the previous
night, or had she unconsciously picked it up herself
during her confrontation earlier that day? Whatever
the case may be, there it was, grinning up at her like a
white cardboard demon; ready to devour her soul at a
moment’s notice. Lauren was afraid to look at it, but she
couldn’t bring herself to get rid of it, either; it was her last
remaining link to Nancy, even though it was indirectly
responsible for her death. Lauren rested her beautiful,
sorrowful face in her hands and thought about the man’s
last words to her. This has been a nightmare, she thought,
but maybe there is a way to put an end to it. Maybe...
The thought was horrific, but her weary, tortured
mind entertained it nevertheless; how could she not
consider it? Was not every other option available to her
exhausted?
After this nightmare, don’t I deserve a thrill?
Lauren reasoned with herself, laughing and crying
simultaneously. I have nothing left. I have nobody else. God
help me, he’s right; what else is there for me? What else could
I possibly do? What else…?
Suddenly all became clear. Lauren dried her
eyes, newfound purpose reigniting her soul. Her smile
grew, almost monstrously and she lorded over her myriad
scatter plot of cards like some grandiose puppeteer. Oh,
yes, she knew exactly what needed to be done.
With a final low chuckle, Lauren Bonahan
reached across the table and selected a card. She then
picked up her phone and started dialing, pressing each
button in a giddy, almost crazed motion, almost comical
in its deliberate forcefulness. She held her breath as
the phone rang, then exhaled deeply when a familiar
voice gave reply. Her pounding heart began to slow, and
Lauren closed her eyes, a peaceful smile on her lips.
Maybe I can wake up from this after all. 
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The widely praised New York Times bestseller from

WALTER MOSLEY

“The Long Fall is an astounding performance by a master, a searing X-ray of grasping,
conspiratorial New York and of the penitent soul of a wily, battle-scarred private-eye.
Dark: because it takes us express to the lower depths. Beautiful: because Mosley never
leaves us without light. This is, simply, Mosley’s best work yet.” —JuNoT Díaz

NOW AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK
Leonid McGill is an ex-boxer and a hard drinker looking
to clean up his act. He’s an old-school P.I. working a
New York City that’s gotten a little too fancy all around
him. But it’s still full of dirty secrets, and as McGill
unearths them, his commitment to the straight and
narrow is going to be tested to the limit...

“Fans won’t be disappointed . . . The Long Fall
is a well-written twists-and-turns story that
runs up to a satisfying conclusion.”
—uSa ToDaY

“one of his finest novels to date.”
—THe BoSToN GLoBe

“once you start reading this mystery, you
won’t want to stop.”
—LIBrarY JourNaL

And look for
Known to Evil, now
in hardcover from
Riverhead Books

RIVERHEAD
BOOKS

waltermosley.com
Members of Penguin Group (USA)

penguin.com

978-0-451-23025-6/$14.00 ($17.50 Can)

FROM NEW AMERICAN LIBRARY

Subscribe to
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--Steve Berry
New York Times bestselling author of “The
Paris Vendetta”
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